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Introduction 

 

1.1  Zeolites 

1.1.1  Zeolites and Historical Perspective 

Zeolites are inorganic crystalline solids containing pores and cavities of molecular 

dimensions. The history of zeolite began with the discovery of A.F. Cronstedt in 1756.1 The 

material was described by its behavior under fast heating conditions. The mineral seemed to 

boil because of the fast water losts. Therefore, it was named from the Greek: “zeo” and 

“lithos”, meaning “to boil” and “a stone”. 

During the 19th century, not many investigations were carried out on zeolites. Some 

nice specimens were regarded as a curiosity of nature and zeolites did not attract the 

scientists’ interest. Until 1940s, attempts to synthesize zeolites were made by mineralogists 

interested in the stability with other minerals. Union Carbide pioneered the synthetic 

molecular sieve zeolite business, initiating research in 1948 on adsorption for purification, 

separation and catalysis. 
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In the 1950s, zeolite A, B, C and X were synthesized one after another by the 

discovering of Barrer and Linde groups. The patents on zeolite A and X were filed in 1953. 

During this time, Milton and his co-worker had synthesized 20 zeolites including 14 

unknown as natural mineral.2 Following the foundations laid in the 1950s, the next decade 

saw many significant developments, both in terms of new discoveries and also in the 

beginnings of investigative work aimed at gaining an understanding of the synthesis process. 

The first high silica, beta zeolite was synthesized in this time. Since these starting positions, 

a huge investigation on zeolites has developed over last time. 

1.1.2  Zeolites and Molecular Sieve Materials 

In general, zeolites are inorganic frameworks of tetrahedral alumina (AlO4
-) and silica 

(SiO4) units, which were linked to each other by the sharing of oxygen ions. The SiO4 unit is 

neutral while the net formal charge of (AlO4
-) is -1, so that the zeolite framework is 

negatively charged.1 This charge is balanced by cations. The framework structure contains 

channels or interconnected voids that are occupied by the cations and water molecules. The 

cations are mobile and may usually be exchanged by other ions. On the other hand, the water 

might be removed reversibly, generally by the application of heat.  

Besides the aluminosilicates, silicates with various heteroatoms, such as B, Ga, Ti, Ge, 

Ti, etc., aluminophosphates (AlPO), and silicaluminophosphates (SAPO) have been 

synthesized. When these materials have crystalline porous structures like zeolites, they are 

called as molecular sieve materials. 

Based on variation of framework Si/Al composition, molecular sieve materials are 

categorized as: (i) low Si/Al zeolites (about 1 to 1.5, zeolite A, X); (ii) intermediate Si/Al 

zeolites (about 2 to 5, mordenite); (iii) high Si/Al zeolites (about 10 to 100, ZSM-5, beta); 

and (iv) silica molecular sieves.3 As the Si/Al ratio increases, the cation content decreases, 

the thermal stability increases and the surface selectivity changes from hydrophilic to 

hydrophobic. Silica molecular sieves which have a neutral framework are hydrophobic in 

nature and have no ion exchange or catalytic properties. 

The framework structures of zeolites exhibit pore sizes from 0.3 to 0.8 nm. Generally, 

based on the pore openings, typical zeolite pore sizes using oxygen-packing models are 

referred to: (i) small pores with 8-member rings and free diameters of 0.30 to 0.45 nm, such 
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as zeolite A; (ii) medium pores formed by 10-member rings with 0.45 to 0.65 nm in free 

diameters, for instance ZSM-5; and (iii) large pores with 12-member rings, 0.60 to 0.80 nm 

in free diameter, for example zeolite X, Y, beta.3 Figure 1.1 illustrates the typical topology of 

several zeolites.  

Each zeolite framework type is assigned a three-letter code (e.g MFI, *BEA, LTA…) 

according to the rules set out by the IUPAC Commission on Zeolite Nomenclature. At 

present, there are 176 zeolite framework types recognized by the Structure Commission of 

the International Zeolite Association.4 This work deals with the *BEA type zeotype which 

will be described more detail in succeeding sections. 

a b 

c 

           

Figure 1.1:  The Periodic Building Unit (PerBU) of (a): LTA, viewed along a axis, (b): MFI, viewed 

along b axis, (c): *BEA, viewed along c axis 4 
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Zeolites with different structures display various characteristics 

•   The important characteristic is acid catalysis. The zeolites with protons for 

framework charge compensation display very strong Brønsted acid sites. These acid 

sites are capable of selective catalysis for special reactions, particularly in the 

petrolchemical industries such as cracking, isomeration, etc. 

•   Another interesting property is ability to adsorb molecules. On the other hand, Al 

rich zeolites have a strong affinity towards water. Therefore, zeolites can be utilized 

for purification the gaseous and liquid mixtures. 

•   In addition, zeolites show ion exchange properties. Therefore, zeolites can be used 

as a water softener in detergents due to the ability to remove Mg2+ and Ca2+ from 

water. 

1.2  Beta Zeolites and Beta Borosilicates 

1.2.1  Beta Zeolites 

Beta zeolite (*BEA), a large pore was first synthesized in 1967 by Wadlinger et al. at 

the Mobil Research and Development Laboratories with tetraethylammonium hydroxide 

(TEAOH) as the templating agent.5 Afterwards the use of other templating agents such as 

TEAOH-diethanolamine, TEAOH-tetraethylamonium bromide (TEABr) – triethanolamine 6 

and TEABr-NH3 
7  was also claimed. Further templating agents, for instance, 1,4-

diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane, 8  dibenzyldimethylammonium hydroxide, 9  and 

dibenzyldimethylammonium halide   were also utilized for beta zeolite formation.  10

The most interesting property of beta zeolite is its highly disordered framework. The 

structure consists of layers formed by five- and six- rings that may be stacked in different 

sequences forming 12-ring pores.11, 12 The crystallographic pore dimensions are about 7.3 x 

6.4 Å for the straight channels along the a and b axes and about 5.6 x 5.6 Å for the pore 

along c. These channel schemes are illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
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a 

Figure 1.2:  Beta zeolite: (a) framework viewed along [010], (b) 12-ring viewed along [100], (c) 

12-ring viewed along [001] 4 

*BEA structure has been reported to be an intergrowth of two or more polymorphs.11,  13

 One of these polymorphs shows chirality; and all of these features make beta zeolite an 

attractive material from the catalytic point of view. Newsam, Treacy 14, 15 and Hinggins et al.11 

reported that the crystal structure of beta zeolite was deduced and three distinct polytypes 

were identified as polytype A, B and C.  Polymorph A is tetragonal and exits as an 

enantiomorphism pair of crystal structures. Polytype B is monoclinic and achiral. Polymorph 

C was suggested as a hypothetical structure and predicted to be an achiral tetragonal      

phase.16, 17

Beta zeolite is easily synthesized in the SiO2/Al2O3 range of 30-50. This lies between 

TEA+ mordenite (typically, 10-30) and ZSM-12 (typically > 60).11 For almost 30 years, it 

c b 
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seemed to be not possible to obtain beta zeolite without alumina. Recently, the synthesis of 

pure silica, boron-beta zeolite or Ti-beta zeolite without aluminum was made possible by 

using deboronated or dealuminated zeolite beta seeds.9, 18

Partial or complete substitution of aluminum by boron,19  titanium,20  zirconium,21  

gallium,22,  23 iron 24,  25 could be prepared in the beta zeolite framework by direct synthesis 

from basic aqueous gel. On the other side, beta zeolite could be synthesized from near 

neutral fluoride-containing media with aluminum,26 boron,7 and gallium27 in the framework. 

1.2.2  Beta Borosilicates 

Boron containing silica with the *BEA structure was first synthesized by Taramasso et 

al., using tetraethylammonium  hydroxide (TEAOH) as a  structure directing agent and the 

Al content was below 100 ppm. 28  Degnan et al. synthesized [B-*BEA], using 

tetraethylammonium bromide (TEABr) as templating agent, but it contained Al (SiO2/Al2O3 

= 264) coming from the [Al]-Beta seeds (SiO2/Al2O3 = 40) used and/or from low purity 

starting materials.10, 28 Zones et al. claimed the use of bis-1, 1’-diazabicyclo [2,2,2]-octane-

1,4- butane dihydroxide as a structure directing agent in seeded reaction mixture for the 

synthesis of [B-*BEA] containing less than 0.1 wt % aluminum.  

Ruite et al. synthesized [B,Al-*BEA] using TEAOH as the template and essentially Al 

free- [B-*BEA] was prepared without seeding or stirring.10 The conditions for obtaining Al 

free B-Beta (Si/Al > 400) were investigated in detail. Based on the results obtained, the 

SiO2-BO2-AlO2 phase diagram was constructed (Figure 1.3). Pure [B,Al-*BEA] can be 

obtained with (B + Al)/(B + Al + Si) ratios range 0.063-0.106, corresponding to 4.0-6.8 

trivalent ions per unit cell. 

Beta-borosilicate zeolite is one class of high silica materialwhere aluminum is 

substituted by boron. Post synthesis treatment or substitution of [B-*BEA] could be useful 

for synthesizing other metallosilicate analogues, which are sometimes difficult to synthesize 

by direct hydrothermal methods. On the other hand, Zones and Nakagawa1 9 reported that [B-

*BEA] could be used as the precursor (i.e. source of boron and silica) for the synthesis of 

other borosilicate-zeolites such as [B-SSZ-24], [B-SSZ-31], and [B-SSZ-33]. 
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Figure 1.3: Phase diagram depicting the products obtained for the reaction mixture 

composition. 10 

Similar to other borosilicates, beta-borosilicate displays a lower acidic strength than the 

aluminosilicate analogue, a property which can be appropriately exploited for modulating the 

catalytic properties of acidic catalysts. The lack of strong Brønsted acid sites in borosilicates 

makes them weaker and less active than their aluminum counterparts.29

1.2.3  Applications 

In general, there are three properties from which zeolites have technologically 

important applications: (i) selective and strong adsorbent, (ii) selective ion exchanger and 

(iii) catalytic activity. 

Beta zeolite, as a large pore zeolite has been demonstrated to be useful as a catalyst in 

several hydrocarbon conversion processes.1 5  

Freese et al. found that beta zeolite is the most active catalyst for Friedel-Crafts 

acylation reactions compared to Y- and ZSM-5 zeolites.30

Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) process converts heavy distillates like gas oil or 

residues to gasoline and middle distillates using cracking catalysts and FCC is one of 
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important units in refinery process industry.31 Beta zeolite has been indicated to present good 

cracking activity when used as catalyst or additive. Beta zeolite with crystal sizes of 0.40 µm 

has been claimed to present good cracking activity, when used as catalyst or additive with a 

higher production of light olefins than USY due to a low hydrogen transfer activity.32 Corma 

et al. claimed that beta zeolite, while used as catalyst for FCC process can be preferred for 

optimizing C3–C4 olefins and branched olefins in C4–C5 fractions. 33 , 34  Owing to the 

temperatures and steam concentrations prevailing in an FCC regenerator, hydrothermal 

stability is a prerequisite. The stabilization of beta zeolite for FCC application by embedding 

in amorphous matrix was recognized in investigation of N. Kubicek et al.35

In the petroleum refining technique, isomerization and alkylation processes are the 

methods to improve octane-number without increasing the aromatic or olefin content.  

Baburek et al. investigated the isomerization of n-butane to iso-butane, the starting 

compound for the synthesis of methyl tert-butyl-ether (MTBE) over H-beta zeolite. The 

results indicated that the selectivity of n-butane to iso-butane over H-beta zeolite is 1.8 times 

higher than over H-Mordenite.36 Goodwin et al. claimed that H-beta zeolite has an activity 

similar to the current commercial resin catalysts being used for MTBE synthesis.37 Beta 

zeolite catalyst was studied over alkylation of isobutene with light olefine.38  The sole 

presence of saturated hydrocarbons in products indicates the dominance of the alkylation 

over alkene oligomerization.  For the alkylation of aromatic compounds, G. Bellussi et al. 

indicated that beta zeolite is active and selective in the alkylation with propylene and 

ethylene to cumene and ethylbenzene.39  

On the other hand, due to 12 member rings in the frameworks, beta-zeolite can 

accommodate benzene molecules.11, 16 Beta zeolite exhibits excellent activity, selectivity and 

stability in cumene disproportionation,40,  41 and in trimethyl benzene disproportionation.42 

Ferino et al. claimed the disproportionation and isomerization products on conversion of sec-

butylbenzene over H-beta zeolite are favored at low temperatures.43 In addition, beta zeolite 

has been demonstrated to be useful as sorbent in separation of aromatics. The investigation 

of adsorption of benzene and ethylbenzene on beta zeolite indicated ethylbenzene interacts 

only with the cations, whereas benzene can interact with either cations, acidic sites or the 

oxygen in the ring window, basic sites.44
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1.3  Zeolite Nanocrystals 

Zeolite nanocrystals have received much attention due to their great potential of 

applications in catalysis and adsorption. Interest in the synthesis and application of zeolite 

nanocrystals has grown continuously since colloidal suspensions of zeolite particles were 

first reported in the early 1970s.45 Zeolite nanocrystals were often prepared by hydrothermal 

methods. Direct synthesis with clear solutions can provide nanosized zeolite crystals by 

controlling the gel composition and crystallization conditions. Another method using 

confined space can be applied for preparation of nanosized zeolite. For the aim to form the 

homogeneous nanoparticles and control the particle sizes, the inert matrix was utilized in this 

method. Besides the hydrothermal synthesis, several nanosized zeolites were successfully 

prepared by dry-gel synthesis with steam assisted conversion (SAC) technique where the 

crystallization occurs only under water steaming of a dry gel containing the structure 

directing agent.46 In general, the zeolite nanocrystals could be stabilized in solvents such as 

water, ethanol, etc., with the solid concentration of the suspension in a range of 1 to 6 %.47

Zeolite nanocrystals with small particles and large surface areas exhibit advantages in 

catalytic and sorption processes. The reduction of particle size to the nanometer scale can 

improve the mass- and heat-transfer in catalytic and sorption processes, thereby enhancing 

their catalytic selectivity and reducing coke formation in some petro-reactions.48, 49  Thus, as 

the zeolite particle size decreases, the external surface area increases and zeolite nanocrystals 

have a high surface activity. This is expected to be of significant importance in catalytic 

reaction. In addition, smaller zeolite crystals can reduce the diffusion path lengths relative to 

conventional micrometer zeolites and ultimately, the undesired diffusion limitations of 

heterogeneous reactions can be reduced or eliminated.50,  51 This feature is of great interests 

to heterogeneous catalysis.52 Besides the profits from small crystals, zeolite nanocrystals 

have an emerging application in preparation of structured materials. The use of preformed 

zeolite nanocrystals for the preparation of supported zeolite films, layers and membranes is 

one of the important applications of colloidal zeolites.53, 54 Due to their controlled host-

sorbate interactions and their molecular sieving ability, the colloidal zeolite nanocrystals can 

be utilized as sensors, and as a medium for the separation of gaseous and/or liquid 

mixtures.55   
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1.4  Scope of this Thesis 

This thesis is composed of two separate projects. The first part concerns to the boron 

coordination in the beta borosilicate structure. The second part examines a novel method for 

the preparation of zeolite nanocrystals from larger particles through organic solvents. 

Chapter 2 presents a general survey for preparation of zeolites. Besides the 

hydrothermal synthesis, which is a common technique applied for preparation the most of 

zeolites due to their convenience and the yield of products; dry-gel synthesis and post-

synthesis modification are also mentioned in this chapter.  

Chapter 3 gives a short overview of zeolite nanocrystals. General techniques which 

were usually applied for the synthesis of zeolite nanocrystals, such as synthesis from clear 

solution and gel or confined-space synthesis are indicated in this chapter. On the other hand, 

a proposed method based on the polarity of organic solvent is mentioned for preparation of 

colloidal zeolite nanocrystals. 

In chapter 4, the fundamentals of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and several 

basic interactions are generally described. In addition, the principal techniques that are 

utilized to clarify the zeolite structure presented in this thesis are elementarily portrayed. 

Chapter 5 is reserved for explaining the experiments. The conditions for preparing the 

samples as well as parameters for analyzing the materials are described in detail.  

In chapter 6, structural properties of borosilicate materials as-synthesized by 

hydrothermal and dry-gel techniques are studied. Using the X-Ray diffraction and thermal 

analysis, the characterizations of beta borosilicates synthesized through different methods 

are initially recognized. Furthermore, the local structure of these materials can be studied by 

NMR technique. 

In chapter 7, the coordination of boron in beta borosilicates are investigated. By 

applying the hydration/dehydration processes, boron coordinations in framework or extra-

framework are clarified. The influences of the local environment on the conversion between 

trigonal and tetrahedral boron are dissussed. In addition, the influence of cations on the 

coordination to transformation of boron is shown in this chapter. 
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Chapter 8 indicates the post-synthesis modification of beta borosilicate. The flexibility 

of boron coordination is applied to investigate the forming aluminum or gallium beta zeolites 

from beta borosilicate deboronated. Besides water as a common solvent for post-synthesis 

exchange, ethanol solvent is utilized for post-synthetic modification. 

Chapter 9 presents a novel method for preparation of zeolite nanoparticles. The zeolite 

nanoparticles forming from microscale particles are examined in several organic solvents. 

Some parameters can influence to the size of nanoparticles, for instance water or cation 

concentrations. 

Finally, chapter 10 presents conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
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22  

Synthesis of Zeolites and Molecular Sieves  

 

 

The zeolite synthesis for commercial applications was introduced in the 1940s in the 

works of Barrer and Milton. The first synthetic zeolites were formed by imitating the 

formation process of natural zeolites under the action of strong salt solutions at fairly high 

temperatures (ca. 170-270oC).56 In general, zeolitic materials are synthesized from a gel 

containing silica precursor, which can contain heteroatoms such as Al, B, Ti, Ga, etc., 

organic or inorganic cations, mineralizing agents, and water. The crystalline phase of the 

obtained zeotype depends mainly on the gel composition. The different crystalline structures 

with various pore sizes and pore structures can be synthesized by changing the organic or 

inorganic cations, heteroatoms, mineralizing agents, and the ratio of these compounds. In 

addition, reaction time, temperature, seeds, aging, and status of reaction vessel (static or 

rotating) can influence the final zeolite structure.  

As other crystallizations, zeolith synthesis can be subdivided into three stages: super-

saturation, nucleation and crystal growth.  
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2.1  Organic Structure Directing Agents 

2.1.1  Introduction 

During the development of zeolite science, a new family of zeotypes with different 

pore topologies has been synthesized by self-assemblity of organic Structure Directing 

Agents (SDAs), silica and precursor compounds. The regular pore dimensions and 

microporous volume of these materials can be fine tuned by means of the SDAs. The 

conditions at which an organic guest will yield clathrasils have been summarized by Liebau 

and co-workers.57 These conditions can be considered as requirements of SDAs for zeolite 

synthesis. 

1. The molecule should have sufficient room within a particular cage or pore. 

In the case of using bigger SDAs, steric forces inhibit the formation of the 

clathrasil; zeotypes with larger pore were formed. When the reactant gel contained 

no organic molecules, quartz was synthesized. 

2. The molecule must be stable under the synthesis conditions. 

This point indicated that if the SDAs were destroyed at harsh synthesis conditions, 

decomposed SDAs can easily affect to the structure of the product. 

3. The molecule should fit the inner surface of the cage with as many van der Waals 

contacts as possible, but with the least deformation.  

The SDAs may be deformed to accommodate inside a zeolite pore if they do not fit 

perfectly. If such distortion tension would be too high, the formation of a crystalline 

structure is hindered. 

4. The molecule should have only a weak tendency to form complexes with the 

solvent. 

The SDA should have intermediate hydrophobicity when the zeotype is synthesized 

in hydrothermal conditions with aqueous solution. Zones et al. claimed the C/N+ of 

the SDA is a critical parameter in determining the ability of the organic additive. 

The various organic molecules with intermediate hydrophobicity of C/N+ = 9-15 

works well as SDAs yielding a variety of zeolitic materials.58, 59
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5. More rigid molecules will tend to form clathrasils easier than flexible molecules. 

When the SDAs are flexible, they may fit many metastable states of inorganic-

organic composites. This leads to the competition among those metastable states. In 

this case, the template effect of organic molecules is considered to be week. On the 

contrary, the rigid organic molecules will have very limited conformational 

configurations and will produce the same crystalline phase across various synthesis 

conditions.  

6. The tendency to form a clathrasil will increase with the basicity or polarizability of 

the guest molecule.  

The organic-molecule basicity assists the silicate hydrolysis, and their polarizability 

stabilizes the whole system with the electric field caused by the partial ionic 

character of the Si-O bonds.  

The zeotype structure depends more on the size and shape of the organic molecules 

rather than the chemical properties of SDA. 60  The thermal motion of SDA at high 

temperature influences to the SDA shape. The change in the shape of organic molecules 

leads to different zeotype phases. 

In addition, organic SDAs have been used as a controller for the crystal growth of 

zeotype. Wakihara et al. reported the heteroepitaxial growth of zeolite film with patterned 

surface-texture has been achieved by controlled use of SDA.61

2.1.2  Removal of SDAs from the Zeotype Framework 

The SDA must be removed after zeotype synthesis in order to create the microporous 

void spaces that are needed for their applications. The factors such as pore size, the size of 

SDA, and interaction between SDA and zeotype framework can affect the removal of the 

SDA. The calcination and extraction are methods used for removing SDAs. 

2.1.2.1  Calcination 

Calcination is the most common method to remove the organic components from the 

pores. Due to the properties of organic molecules, they should be easily combusted at high 
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temperature; the calcination is carried out at high temperature in an oxygen or air atmophere. 

During the calcination, high local temperature and water may occur, and therefore some 

extra-framework species may be formed.62 An exothermic reaction takes place when the 

organic compound is burned inside the pore. This may destroy the inorganic framework and 

it often occurs for less stable inorganic crystalline materials with open frameworks.  

2.1.2.2  Extraction 

The other method to remove the organic molecules from the framework is extraction. 

Many novel methods, such as microwave assisted template removal, extraction with 

supercritical CO2, and ozone treatment have been used to remove templates from the 

framework without using of high temperatures.63  Following these methods, the organic 

components can be easily removed due to large pore sizes and week framework SDA 

interaction of mesoporous materials. However, successful extraction is limited to just a few 

cases, e.g. tetraethylamonium in *BEA. Jones et al. reported the amount of SDA removed by 

extraction depends on the size of the SDA and strength of interaction between SDA and the 

molecular sieve framework.64 The effect of interaction strength was estimated by using 

*BEA with different heteroatoms such as Al, B, and Zn in framework. The result claimed 

that the SDA was only extracted partially, and heteroatoms were removed from the 

framework during extraction, too.  To have a reasonable chance to extract the SDA, the SDA 

should have a smaller size than the pore opening of zeotype framework and the interaction 

between SDA and framework is weaker.65

2.1.3  SDAs for Beta Zeolite and Beta Borosilicate Synthesis 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, zeolites and molecular sieves could be synthesized by 

hydrothermal method in basic or fluoride medium. By using rigid polycyclic organo-cations 

as template, considerable selectivity towards the formation of 12 ring (large pore) zeolites 

can be achieved.19 

Tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) was used as SDA in the first preparation of 

*BEA zeolite. In basic medium, Tsuji et al. claimed that high concentrations of SDA and 

hydroxide are both necessary for the crystallization of *BEA.66
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Camblor and co-worker have synthesized *BEA pure silica in fluoride medium using 

organic quaternary ammonium cations as SDAs.67,  68 These organic molecules are various: 

for the size, shape, C/N+ ratio, and conformational rigidity. 

Piccione et al. investigated the interactions between *BEA and the organic cations to 

determine the effect of variable cation sizes to select one structure over others. While 

investigation the quantitative characterization of *BEA/SDAs, TEAOH and trimethylenebis 

(N-methyl, N-benzyl, piperidinium) (BISPIP), they claimed that the spatial fit of the organic 

guest inside the inorganic host is important.69 Tsuji and Davis also claimed that the spacing 

and flexibility of methylenes between the piperidinium moieties is necessary for the 

preparation of *BEA.6 6  

2.2  Hydrothermal Technique 

Hydrothermal synthesis is the most common method utilized for zeolite synthesis. A 

typical hydrothermal zeolite synthesis can be described as follows:70

•   Amorphous reactants containing silica and alumina are mixed together with a cation 

source, usually in a basic medium. 

•   The aqueous reaction mixture is heated in a sealed autoclave. 

•   For some time after rising to synthesis temperature, the reactants remain amorphous. 

•   After the ‘‘induction period’’, crystalline zeolite product can be detected. 

•   Gradually, essentially all amorphous material is replaced by an approximately equal 

mass of zeolite crystals (which are recovered by filtration, washing and drying). 

For synthesis mechanism, the pathways in zeolite formation are described in sequence: 

induction period, nucleation, and crystal growth to give the final zeotype crystals. To 

illustrate the zeolite formation process, Figure 2.1 shows an energetic diagram for steps 

occurring during the synthesis of Si-TPA-MFI. 71
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Figure 2.1: Scheme for the crystallization mechanism of Si-TPA-MFI 71 

2.2.1  Induction Period 

The induction period is the time between the notional start of reaction and the point at 

which crystalline product is first observed. This is the time for the equilibration reactions 

taking place on mixing the reagents and allowing them to reach reaction temperature.70 

Apparently, the induction period encompasses all the significant events of zeolite formation. 

It is assumed that the interaction between the silica species and the SDA forms in this 

period.72 After the induction time, a myriad of small zeolite crystals forms from the reaction 

mixture.The induction period seems to consist of several steps in which an assembled 

organic-inorganic amorphous material is formed. At the point where the synthesis reactants 

are initially mixed, a gel is formed, and it is referred to as “primary amorphous phase”. The 

primary amorphous phase consists of the initial reactants and their immediate products after 

mixxing. It is a non-equilibrium state and probably a heterogeneous product. After some 

time, under ambient conditions or more rapidly upon heating at reaction temperature, the 

mixture undergoes changes. The mixture is converted into a pseudo-steady-state 

intermediate – the “secondary amorphous phase”. In the final stage of synthesis reaction, the 
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secondary amorphous phase is converted into the crystalline zeolite product. The amorphous 

materials can be transformed into zeolites with uniform pore dimensions.73

2.2.2  Nucleation 

Nucleation is the process that leads to the formation of a stable nucleus. In zeolite 

synthesis, there is evidence for the participation of (i) the primary nucleation may be 

homogeneous (for solution) or heterogeneous (induced by foreign particles), and (ii) the 

secondary nucleation may be considered as a special case of heterogeneous nucleation, in 

which the nucleating particles are crystals of the same phase. The most common process of 

zeolite nucleation relies on a primary nucleation mechanism.70 

2.2.3  Crystal Growth 

Crystal growth is the process in which the nucleus grows to a detectable nucleus. In 

general, the particles may increase in size in two ways: (i) by addition of growth units, and 

(ii) by aggregation. For zeolite systems, the crystal growth model is based on mass gain from 

simple species (predominantly monomer) in solution. 74  Following the nucleation, the 

crystalline region is extended by the acquisition of growth units from solution. These are 

supplemented by the adjustment of solution equilibrium and the dissolution of amorphous 

material. 

2.3  Dry-Gel Conversion Technique 

Besides the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolite crystals, a method called “dry gel 

conversion” (DGC) technique has been used to synthesize a variety of zeolites. The DGC 

method has been developed as an alternative technique to synthesize zeolites with 

advantages of reduced template consumption and less complicated preparation of zeolites in 

a convenient way. In this method, a dry gel containing zeolite nutrients is converted into 

microporous crystals in presence of steam or in a mixed vapor consisting of steam and 

template. This technique could be described in two methods; one is the “vapor-phase 

transport” (VPT) method and the other is “steam-assisted conversion” (SAC). Figure 2.2 is 

the schematic diagram of reactor used for the dry gel conversion method. 
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The VPT has been first reported by Xu et al.75 In this former method, zeolite was 

crystallized by the transformation of aluminosilicate dry gel under the mixed vapors of water 

and volatile amines such as triethylamine, ethylenediamine. This technique has also been 

applied for various types of zeolites such as MFI, MOR,76 FER.77 On the contrary, in SAC 

method, some quaternary ammonium compounds, e.g. tetraethylammonium hydroxide, 

tetraethylammonium bromide are used as non-volatile templates. Matsukata suggested that 

these compounds must be incorporated in the dry gel and only water is supplied from the gas 

phase.78

      

 

Gel 
containing SDA Gel 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the dry gel conversion method (a) vapor-phase transport 

(VPT), (b) steam assisted conversion (SAC) 

As the DGC method can yield a high silica zeolite, which cannot be obtained by the 

hydrothermal method, and a zeolite possessing fewer defect sites, the DGC method is 

excellent for the synthesis of zeolites having high catalytic activities. 

2.4  Post-Synthesis Modification 

Besides the direct synthesis methods, post-synthetic methods are also useful for the 

modification of zeolites. The post-synthesis can alter various properties for applications such 

H2O 

(b)

SDA solution
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as catalysis, for example to control the stability and activity of zeolite catalysts. In general, 

there are three major types of post-synthesis to modify zeolites:1 

• Structural modification: the framework of SiO2 / M2O3 (M: Al, B, Ga, Fe) is 

changed resulting in a change of acid activity.  

• Surface modification: the surface of the crystals is modified to change the size 

of the pore opening. 

• Internal pore modification: the structural acid sites are blocked or altered; in 

addition, the internal pore diameter can be restricted. 

Ion exchange is a most common post-synthetic method to modify the selectivity and 

acidity of zeolites. Following this method, zeolites synthesized by direct synthesis can be 

treated by the wet impregnation technique or vapor-phase treatment.21 In liquid phase 

treatment, the metal components are dissolved in organic solvent (such as alcohol) or in 

aqueous solution at about 60oC or room temperature.79 By contrast, in the vapor-phase 

treatment, the metal components are vaporized and passed through zeolite in inert 

environment. 

Borosilicates with flexible property of boron in framework can provide a unique post-

synthesis route for preparing aluminosilicates, gallium silicates or other isomophous 

substituations of zeolites. Trivalent metal ions are added that can not be incorporated directly 

into the framework by direct synthesis. 
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Colloidal Zeolite Nanocrystals 

 

 

The reduction of crystal size from micrometer to nanometers leads to a substantial 

change in the properties of materials.80 , 81  Compared to microsized zeolites, nanosized 

zeolites display a larger surface to volume ratio, therefore they are expected to show a high 

activity and significant importance in catalytic reactions.82 , 83 The major application of 

nanosized zeolite is the preparation of special materials, especially in the fields of films, 

membranes, chemical sensing, microelectronics and composites. 

During the past decades, there has been a growing interest in the reduction of zeolite 

particle sizes from micrometer to nanometer with the goal to prepare zeolite crystals size of 

less than 1000 nm.84 Special attention is dedicated to stable colloidal suspensions of zeolites 

with narrow particle size distribution and size of about 200 nm. Various methods were 

applied to prepare the zeolite nanocrystals. 
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3.1  Synthesis of Zeolite Nanocrystals 

Preparation of zeolite nanocrystals in the form of stable colloidal suspensions was one 

important achievement in zeolite science. Most zeolite nanocrystal structures can be formed 

by direct synthesis. 

3.1.1  Synthesis of Zeolite Nanocrystals from Clear Solution and Gel 

Clear precursor solutions with an excess of organic template are generally used to 

prepared nanosized zeolite. These zeolites or molecular sieves are often present as discrete 

particles in solution and they are called as colloidal zeolites or colloidal molecular sieves. 

This synthesis requires fast nucleation with minimal aggregation of particles during the 

entire crystallization process.85 Most of the syntheses of zeolite nanocrystals have been 

performed using clear homogeneous solutions, where only sub-colloidal or discrete 

amorphous particles are present. This synthesis approach provides colloidal suspensions of 

discrete particles with often narrow particle size distribution of below 100 nm. In order to 

prepare zeolite nanocrystals, the precursors systems should have a high degree of 

supersaturation. The high supersaturtation tends to result in high nucleation rates, a large 

number of nuclei and thus in the smallest particle sizes. 

Depending on the zeolite structures, the aggregation can be avoided by decreasing the 

content of alkali cations in the precursor system.86  The content of alkali cations, which 

facilitated the crystals growth, should be minimized to limit the aggregation of the negatively 

charged alumino and/or silicate sub-colloidal particles. Meanwhile, the quaternary 

ammonium cations in the OH- form usually play the structure directing role and provide the 

high pH value needed for the synthesis.  

The synthesis of uniform zeolite nanocrystals requires the homogeneous distribution of 

the viable nuclei in the system. Therefore, the homogeneity of the starting mixture and the 

simultaneous sequence of the events leading to the formation of precursor gel particles and 

their transformation into crystalline zeolitic materials are of primary importance. In order to 

obtain such homogeneous starting systems, abundant amounts of tetraalkylammonium 

hydroxides and water were employed in the synthesis of zeolite nanoparticles. 87 , 88  

Unfortunately the use of organic templates in the OH- form makes the synthesis of colloidal 
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zeolites an expensive process. Moreover, the crystalline yield of zeolite nanoparticles is 

typically low. As a consequence, a high amount of the initial reactants remains unused in the 

solutions at the end of the synthesis, including a high fraction of the expensive organic 

templates, which are lost during the purification stage of the crystalline particles. Therefore, 

the synthesized zeolite suspensions can be purified by repeated high speed centrifugation and 

redispersion in a liquid in an ultrasonic bath.89

The crystallization temperature has a pronounced effect on the ultimate zeolite crystal 

size. As a rule, lower temperatures lead to smaller particle sizes. A lower crystallization 

temperature favors reduced particle sizes due to the nucleation process and crystal growth 

rate, the main factors for the formation of particular particle size.90 Thus, relatively low 

crystallization temperatures are usually employed to minimize the ultimate crystal sizes.  

Generally, the zeolite nanocrystal syntheses are performed at temperaturer of around 100oC 

for periods of time between several hours or several weeks.91, 92 Several research groups 

suggested that the aging step results in the formation of viable nuclei, which induce 

crystallization upon raising the temperature.93 Zeolite nuclei can be formed under ambient 

conditions; there are neither thermodynamic nor chemical constraints that should interfere 

with the subsequent growth of the crystallites. However, as should be expected, the kinetics 

of such a crystallization process is relatively slow. Recently, successful attempts to decrease 

the crystallization temperature in the synthesis of microporous zeolite type material have 

been made. There are a few examples showing the feasibility of ambient temperature 

synthesis of nanosized zeolites on a laboratory time scale. For instance, |TPA|-silicate can be 

formed in high yield at temperature below 35oC over a period of 18 to 24 months.94 Zeolite 

A (LTA) can obtained with the particle size distribution of 40 to 80 nm at room temperature 

after 7 days of crystallization.95 In practice, the organic template induces the aggregation of 

primary (5-10 nm) colloidal silica particles leading to the formation of 40-80 nm aggregates.  

Using a conventional system free of organic template, a colloidal zeolite A with a 

crystallinity of about 80 % can be obtained after 28 days of crystallization at room 

temperature.96 Recently, FAU-type with a well-crystallized material containing 100-300 nm 

spherical aggregates consisting of 10-20 nm nanocrystals was obtained after 3 weeks of 

synthesis at room temperature.97 The main stages could be summarized as follows: (i) the 

system reaches a specific critical level of chemical evolution before the onset of 

crystallization; (ii) during the first crystallization stage (10-15 % crystallinity), a crystal 
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growth by propagation through the gel phase dominates; (iii) the second crystallization stage 

includes spontaneous aggregation of nanoparticles around a crystallization center followed 

by maturation. The observed events are illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Crystallization Induction 

no further changes in the chemical composition of the solidchemical evolution of the system 

crystal aggregates 100-300nm 100-300nm 
initial containg 

nuclei 
embedded in an aggregates of  aggregates of  

amorphous matrix 10-20nm crystallites 40-50nm crystallites

crystallization via 
propagation crystallization via 

agglomerationgel transformation 
Ostwald ripening

0 (after homogeneous) 12 17 Time / day10 14 

Figure 3.1: Scheme of crystallization mechanism of FAU-type zeolite under ambient conditions 97 

Besides the temperature and the alkalinity of the reactant mixture, zeolite formation is 

very sensitive to the nature of the reactants, in particular of the silica source. Thus, a great 

variety of silica sources, which differ in their specific surface area, impurities, and ability to 

dissolve in alkaline mixtures have been employed so far in zeolite syntheses. The silica 

source can influence different aspects of the zeolite crystallization, including the kinetics of 

crystal growth and the properties of the final product.98 Since the crystallization temperature 

was as low as 25°C, in order to reduce crystallization time special attention was paid to all 

other factors controlling the kinetics of zeolite growth. A silica source containing low-mass 

species was employed and further depolymerized by adding sodium hydroxide so as to 

obtain a completely transparent initial solution. Different silica sources have been employed 

for the formation of nanosized zeolites. Thus, the silica sources influence the zeolite 

crystallization and lead to a change in the properties of the final product. Colloidal silica, 

TEOS and fumed silica can yield zeolite phases, but sodium metasilicate gives a quartz 

phase.99 Some experiments show that nucleation was faster when TEOS was used as a silica 

source compared to the other amorphous silica sources. The structure of amorphous silica 
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was of importance for the ultimate crystal size and concentration.100 The final size of ZSM-5 

increased in the following order: TEOS (15 nm) < colloidal silica (25 nm) < fumed silica  

(50 nm).101 For colloidal Beta zeolite, the size of nanoparticles depends also on the silica 

sources employed. The main particle size of *BEA crystals formed from TEOS is slightly 

lower than crystals formed from fumed and colloidal silica.102

An initial gel system can also influence to the formation of zeolite nanoparticles. The 

preparation of nanosized zeolite with narrow particle size distributions from hydrogel 

precursors requires the utilization of highly reactive and uniform precursors. Thus, initial 

solutions containing monomeric and/or low mass silica and alumina species are used for the 

preparation of alumino and/or silicate gels.103 These solutions can be prepared as follows: (i) 

the utilization of easily dissolvable silica and alumina sources; (ii) the application of alkali 

bases in sufficient amounts to cause complete dissolution of the silica and alumina resources; 

and (iii) vigorous mixing of the precursor solutions in order to form a synthesis mixture with 

homogeneous distribution of the components in the starting system. This mixing step often 

carried out at low temperature close 0oC. Similar to clear solution synthesis, the 

crystallization temperature is usually moderate to favor the nucleation over the growth in the 

system. 

The colloidal zeolite crystals synthesized via a hydrothermal process using structure 

directing agents often occludes an organic template in their void spaces. To avoid the 

aggregation due to the calcination procedure for removing the structure directing agent, 

several zeolite nanocrystals have been successfully synthesized from SDA-free system. 

Recently, zeolite A nanocrystals can crystallize within 3 days under room temperature from 

the SDA-free system.104

3.1.2  Confined Space Synthesis 

Syntheses within an inert matrix providing a confined space for zeolite crystal growth 

have been developed for preparation of zeolite nanocrystals. The synthesis method involves 

crystallization of the zeolite within the mesopore system of an inert support material. Figure 

3.2 illustrates a scheme of the confined space procedures used for the synthesis of zeolite 

nanocrystals. The experiments via confined space synthesis using mesoporous carbon black 

as removable templates were first reported by Jacobsen et al. for the preparation of        
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ZSM-5.105 A principle of confined space synthesis is crystallization of the zeolite gel inside 

the mesopores of inert matrix. The confined space synthesis allows preparation of nanosized 

zeolite with a controlled crystal size distribution. 106  The crystal size of the zeolite is 

controlled by the size distribution of the inert mesopore system and does not depend on the 

gel composition.  

 

Figure 3.2: Scheme illustrating the confined space syntheses of zeolite nanocrystals 1 03 

The synthesis procedure following this method is introduced by sequential incipient 

wetness impregnations of the inner matrix material with zeolite gel precursor solutions. The 

precursor solutions should be clear with a low viscosity, which enable them to enter the 

mesopores of the matrix instead of blocking the pore entrance. Crucial steps in the synthesis 

were (i) restriction of the crystallization of the zeolite gel within the pore system of the 

matrix, which was achieved by the incipient wetness impregnation method employed to load 

the mesopores with a synthesis gel, and (ii) prevention of diffusion of the zeolite gel species 

from the mesopores, which was ensured by avoiding direct contact between the impregnated 

contents and the water at the bottom of the autoclave. 

Different mesoporous materials were utilized as inert matrices for the preparation of 

nanosized zeolite particles by confined space synthesis.107 Mesoporous carbon black was 

used for synthesis of ZSM-5, zeolite A, and Beta zeolite.108, 109 The mesopore volumes of the 

carbon black templates resulted in more than 10 wt % of zeolite in the final product. 

However, using carbon black has an intrinsic drawback; for example, this matrix must have a 
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uniform distribution of mesopores to ensure the narrow size distribution of the product. 

Careful processing is necessary to impregnate the synthesis solution just inside the 

mesopores but not outside. Instead of carbon black, a surfactant/precursor composite was 

used as an inert matrix.110 Mesoporous carbons formed through the carbon replication of 

mesostructured silica and through the colloid-imprinted carbons with much more uniform 

pore size distributions can replace carbon black.111 These latter carbons should be much 

more suitable template media for the “nanocasting” of zeolite phases because of the uniform 

pore sizes.112 Interestingly, Beta zeolite nanocrystals were successfully synthesized under 

non-hydrothermal conditions using carbon nanotubes as templates.113 In another experiment, 

thermo-reversible polymer hydrogels are very effective for controlling zeolite nanocrystals; 

zeolite A (LTA) and Faujasite (FAU) were observed with methylcellulose as thermo-

reversible polymer hydrogels under hydrothermal condition.114  Using starch as additive 

material, NaY crystals with a narrow size distribution (50-100 nm) were simply isolated 

from metakaolin and sodium silicate.115  

Unlike colloidal zeolites, the recovery of the nanozeolites from confined space can be 

easily realized by simple calcination, during which both the carbon matrix and the zeolite 

structure directing templates are removed. When swelling polymers are involved, they can 

be readily removed after zeolite synthesis by simple washing, and the zeolite nanocrystals 

obtained are readily redispersed in various solvents. Starch is also easily removed by 

pyrolysis. 

Via confined space synthesis, several nanocrystal zeolites were successfully 

synthesized with the crystal size tailored in the range of 10 to 100 nm and with very little 

intergrowth of the individual crystals. The zeolites have an additional inter-crystalline 

mesopore volume.  

3.2  Application of Zeolite Nanocrystals 

Zeolites with nanoscale domains in particular have very emerging applications. Besides 

the benefits of nanoparticle zeolites over conventional zeolites related to their small crystal 

size, the major interest in colloidal zeolite suspensions is due to their use for preparation of 

zeolite films, membranes, as well as composites and hierarchical structures.116 The colloidal 

zeolites employed in such preparation generate unique properties of the structures prepared 
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and expand the area of zeolite applications, for instance towards optoelectronics, chemical 

sensing, and biomaterials.117, 118

3.2.1  Preparation of Structure Materials 

3.2.1.1  Supported Zeolite Films and Membranes 

Preparation of zeolite films and membranes from preformed zeolite nanocrystals is one 

of the major applications of colloidal zeolites. Generally, the quality of a zeolite coating on 

various supports is determined by the homogeneity and intactness of the zeolite layer, the 

number of defects in the film, such as cracks and pinholes. Largely used procedures to 

produce zeolite supported layers of improved quality comprise a preliminary adsorption of 

zeolite nanoseeds, which are induced to grow into a dense film by secondary growth. The 

common method for preparation of films uses seeding. This method includes a preliminary 

treatment of the support with a cationic polymer in order to reverse the surface charge 

followed by adsorption of colloidal zeolite crystals on the surface. The second step consists 

of hydrothermal treatment of the support in a molecular sieve precursor solution resulting in 

the formation of a continuous molecular sieve film.119 A very important feature of the zeolite 

film syntheses by seeding is that the preliminary adsorption of seeds may cause a preferred 

orientation of the growing zeolite crystals. A schematic of these is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

In thin films, most of the crystalline material is oriented with the b-axis perpendicular to the 

substrate surface. In thick films, most of the crystalline material is oriented with the a-axis 

perpendicular to the support surface. The choice of size and coverage of the support with the 

seeds can be used to control the preferred orientation of the crystals in a zeolite layer of a 

given thickness. The zeolite membranes can be obtained by coating of a porous support with 

a colloidal solution. The usual coating techniques are dip-coating, slip-casting or spin-

coating. Dip-coating is the most frequent technique used for membrane preparation.120
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supported zeolite supported zeolite seed  support dense films mono- or multilayers 

zeolite seed  secondary growth 
deposition (optional) 

 (single or multiple) 

electrostatic, calcination 
spin-coating,  (optional) 

flat, tubular dip-coating,  
fibrous,  spherical slip-casting, 

ultrasonic 
electrophoretic, 

chemical  
 

Figure 3.3: Scheme illustrating the methods for preparation of supported zeolite film by seeding 

In some cases, the support may be removed after the synthesis by combustion or 

dissolution and the zeolite structures obtained are self-standing. The self-standing zeolite 

structures are often characterized by a poor mechanical stability.  

Some zeolite films or membranes, for instance MFI-, LTA-, FAU-, *BEA- were 

successfully prepared and they had some important applications. Among novel applications 

of zeolite films and layers, chemical sensors have received considerable attention. Issues 

such as film stability, compatibility with sensor transducers, and novel transduction concepts 

will very likely play a role in future research. Other demonstrated or potential applications of 

zeolite films include solar energy conversion, zeolite electrodes, electron relays, zeolite 

batteries, zeolite fast ion conductors, intrazeolite semiconductors, and zeolite imaging and 

data storage materials. It is a wide field waiting to be explored.121

3.2.1.2  Zeolite Structures Synthesized by Application of Zeolite Nanocrystals. 

Besides the major application in the preparation of zeolite films and membranes, the 

zeolite nanoparticles were known as useful materials to prepare macroscopic zeolite 

structures.  The interest in preparing macroscopic zeolite structures is driven by the 

following: (i) the optimized zeolite performance (no pore blocking and zeolite diluting 

binding additives are present), easy handling, and attrition resistance; (ii) the presence of 

secondary larger pores that minimize diffusion limitations; and (iii) possibilities for 

nonconventional applications, such as guest encapsulation, bioseparation, enzyme 
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immobilization, etc. Currently, the procedures used to prepare hierarchical zeolite structures 

use sacrificial macrotemplates, molds, micropatterning, and self-assembly of nanocrystals.  

Preparation of hollow zeolite spheres from zeolite nanoparticle is one typical example 

of these applications. Zeolites are ideal construction materials for the shell of hollow spheres 

owing to their high thermal stability, large microporosity, high shape-selectivity and intrinsic 

chemical activity. 122  Recently, a layer-by-layer (LbL) technique based on electrostatic 

interaction or hydrogen bonding has been widely adopted to fabricate films on the surfaces 

of flat and spherical substrates. It has been noticed that colloidal zeolites are negatively 

charged in basic solution and can aggregate readily to form hierarchical structures such as 

membranes, fibers and micro/macroporous zeolite monoliths. The electrostatic attraction 

between a negatively charged nanozeolite and an oppositely charged polymer is an effective 

driving force for the self-assembly of zeolite polymer multilayers on colloidal templates. 

Hollow zeolite spheres have been prepared employing polystyrene spheres and the LbL 

method. 123  A schematic illustration of the preparation of hollow zeolite spheres using 

colloidal zeolite nanoparticles is presented in Figure 3.4. The mechanical stability of hollow 

zeolite spheres synthesized by the LbL method could be improved by secondary 

hydrothermal treatment with synthesis gels or solutions of suitable compositions.124

Hollow zeolite spheres

calcination
n-time repetition

of step 1-3

separation of the PS 
beads from the 

colloidal solution  
(step 3)

reverse of the surface charge 
of PS beads (step 1)

adsorption of zeolite
nanocrystals (step 2)

Hollow zeolite spheres

calcination
n-time repetition

of step 1-3

separation of the PS 
beads from the 

colloidal solution  
(step 3)

reverse of the surface charge 
of PS beads (step 1)

adsorption of zeolite
nanocrystals (step 2)

Figure 3.4: Scheme illustrating the Layer-by-Layer technique used for preparation of multilayer 

zeolite coatings. PS: Polystyrene 1 2 3 
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In reality, several microporous materials including LTA, MFI, LTL, *BEA, FAU in the 

forms of stable colloidal suspension with particle size below 100 nm and narrow particle size 

distribution have been utilized for preparation of macroscopic zeolite structures. 

Preparation of hierarchical structures from colloidal zeolites by macrotemplating is 

another useful application of zeolite nanoparticles. Biological species are excellent 

macrotemplates due to some advantageous properties, for instance they are inexpensive and 

environmentaly benign, and provide thousands of possibilities for the synthesis of 

hierarchical structures. Diatomite as a sedimentary rock, composed of the fossilized 

skeletons of diatoms, is another macrotemplate that has been used to produce hierarchical 

zeolite structures. The honeycomb silica structures give diatomite useful characteristics such 

as high absorptive capacity and surface area, chemical stability, and low bulk density. The 

approaches used were as follows: (i) diatomite seeding with zeolite nanoparticles by 

sonication followed by hydrothermal treatment in a synthesis mixture; (ii) diatomite seeding 

by electrostatic deposition and subsequent vapor-phase transport treatment.125 Hierarchical 

zeolite structures have also been prepared by wood cell templating. Two kinds of tissues, as 

cedar and bamboo, were covered with a thin layer of zeolite seeds by electrostatic adsorption 

of colloidal zeolite seeds. Upon secondary hydrothermal treatment and calcinations, a 

zeolitic tissue faithfully replicating the wood macrocellular structure was obtained.126  

3.2.2  Tailored Synthesis of Porous Solids 

It is well-known that seeding a molecular sieve synthesis mixture frequently has 

beneficial effects, for example, in controlling the particle size of the product, avoiding the 

need for an organic template, accelerating the synthesis, and improving the yield of product 

of the intended structure type. The discrete nature of zeolite nanoparticles and their 

homogeneous distribution in the colloid make them very convenient for seeding zeolite 

synthesis gels. Colloidal zeolite seeds have already proven to be especially effective in the 

zeolite industrial production. Such nanocrystals can also be employed in very specific 

syntheses like, for instance, BEA-type framework or synthesis of nanosized ZSM-5 crystals. 

Besides seeding of synthesis, zeolite nanoparticles have been utilized for preparation of 

micro-/mesoporous materials. Recently, an approach that has gained much attention is the 

surfactant-assisted assembly of subcolloidal zeolite precursors. The procedure includes two 
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stages. During the first stage, a zeolite precursor system is prepared and subjected to aging at 

room or elevated temperature to promote the formation of zeolite nanocluster precursors. 

During the second stage these precursors are integrated in the walls of a structured 

mesoporous material. Thus, different mesoporous materials using zeolite Y, ZSM-5, Beta 

zeolite, and TS-1 precursors were synthesized via this method.127

The use of nanozeolite catalysts could reduce the mass transport limitations since the 

diffusion path is relatively short and the accessibility of the catalytic sites through the 

external surface is high. On the other hand, nanosized zeolites cannot be used directly due to 

the much higher pressure drops in packed-bed reactors. Therefore, micro-/mesoporous 

composites containing well-defined zeolite nanocrystals are of interest for reactions where 

bulky molecules are processed. Different approaches have been developed to prepare 

composites of uniformly distributed zeolite nanocrystals in a mesoporous matrix. 

3.2.3  Other Applications of Zeolite Nanocrystals 

 It is well known that nanosized zeolites prepared in the form of stable colloidal 

suspensions provide an advantage of a homogeneous initial precursor which can be 

uniformly distributed in a matrix. Due to the uniformity of distribution and accessibility of 

the active phase, the nanosized zeolites are expected to result in a better performance of the 

material in the traditional zeolite applications such as heterogeneous catalysis, molecular 

separation and ion exchange. Besides the impact on the traditional applications, stable 

colloidal suspensions of zeolite nanocrystals could open new possibilities for processing 

these materials and respectively to extend the application of microporous material. The 

nanosized zeolites are also preferred in all processes requiring a higher reaction rate. 

Based on the uniform pores, the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties and thermal, 

chemical and attrition stability of stable colloidal zeolite, zeolite nanoparticles are perfect 

materials for sensing applications. 

A new field where the zeolite nanocrystals have made the first encouraging steps is 

medical diagnostics, in particular, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). 
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3.3  Zeolite Nanoparticles Prepared in Organic Solvents 

3.3.1  Organic Solvent 

Organic solvents have been attracted attention of investigations due to their important 

features. Because of low boiling point, organic solvents are easily evaporated and removed 

by distillation, thereby leaving the dissolved compound. Solvents should be inert, and 

unreactive with the dissolved compound. On the other hand, the solvent could create various 

weak chemical interactions with the solute. The most common of these interactions are the 

relatively weak van der Waals interactions, induced dipole interaction, the stronger dipole-

dipole interactions and hydrogen bonds. Solvents can also be used to extract soluble 

compounds from a mixture. There are about three hundred common solvents available; 

consequently, there is a nearly infinite number of solvent mixtures.128  Solvents can be 

broadly classified into polar and non-polar. The polarity can be measured as the dielectric or 

the dipole moment of a compound. Some characteristics of several common solvents are 

displayed in Table 3.1. The polarity of a solvent determines what type of compounds it is 

able to dissolve and with what other solvents or liquid compounds it is miscible. The solvent 

polarity can play an important role in chemical reactions, molecular separations and other 

important chemical technologies.129  

Table 3.1: Characteristics of several common solvents 

solvent chemical formula boiling point 
(oC) 

dipole moment 
(Debye) 

Hexane CH3–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH3 69 0.0 

Ethanol CH3–CH2–OH 79 1.65 

Water H–O–H 100 1.86 

Dimethylformamide 
(DMF) H–C(=O)N(CH3)2 153 3.81 

Dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO) CH3–S(=O)–CH3 189 4.05 
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3.3.2  Nanoparticles in Organic Solvents 

The treatment of zeolites in organic solvents is a quite common procedure. It is known 

that, most of zeolite nanocrystals can be stabilized in solvents for further applications.  

However, colloidal nanoparticles can be stable in several organic solvents. Manna and 

Parak et al.130  prepared stable colloidal nanoparticles by using polar solvent. In this method 

named “size-selective precipitation”, if the polar solvent (such as methanol) was added to 

colloidal nanoparticles in non-polar solvents (such as toluene), the nanoparticles start to 

precipitate. The larger nanoparticles settle down as a pellet and smaller ones as a supernatant 

in solution. This step can be repeated in an iterative way with the pellets, so that fractions 

containing different nanoparticle sizes can be obtained. This procedure is very important to 

obtain homogeneous products. Casciola et al. prepared the inorganic gel in several organic 

solvents such as alkanols, dimethylformamide (DMF), 1-methyl-2-pyrolidone (NMP), 

tetrahydrofuran (THF). This gel can be supported for preparation of nanocomposites.131

In this thesis, a novel route for preparation of zeolite nanoparticles from larger particles 

using organic solvents will be demonstrated. Throughout the experiments, the solvents are 

not necessarily inert, and even a portion of the crystals can dissolve to colloidal particles. 

Consequently, the colloidal nanoparticles can be formed in several organic solvents such as 

DMF, DMSO. 
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

 

4.1  Fundamentals of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance   

Spectroscopy 132, , 133 134 

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is based on the interaction between nuclear 

magnetic moment, applied in external magnetic field and internal local field. All nuclei that 

have non-zero spin angular momentum quantum numbers are NMR active. The magnetic 

moment is related to the nuclear spin angular momentum ( J ) according to the equation 

given below: 

       µ γJ=               (4.1) 

where γ is magnetogyric ratio, characteristic for each nucleus.  

The dimensionless angular momentum operator I  can be defined by the equation: 

       J I=               (4.2) 

Therefore, the nuclear spin angular momentum  relates to  through the expression: µ̂ I

                      (4.3) µ̂ γ I=
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In NMR spectroscopy, the quantization of the eigenstates along the direction of the 

external magnetic field B0 is of interest. The usual convention is to let the direction of the 

externally applied magnetic field B0 define the z-direction in the laboratory frame. The 

eigenvalues are labeled with m or the observable state of the  component can have the 

(2I+1) discrete values: –I, –I+1, …, +I. 

zI

      
2

I I(I 1) | I,m= + 〉            (4.4a) 

    and  zI m | I, m= 〉             (4.4b) 

The meaning of (4.3) is then that: 

      µ γ I(I 1)= +            (4.5a) 

    and  zµ̂ γ m=             (4.5b) 

When the nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field 0B (in the z direction), there 

will be an interaction between µ  and 0B . The energy of interaction between the magnetic 

moment and external magnetic field is given by: 

                    (4.6) 0
ˆ ˆH µB= −

In the z direction, is expressed by , so that: zµ̂ zÎ

      zĤ 0 z
ˆγ B I= −               (4.7) 

This is called the Zeeman Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of are m, so the energies of 

the eigenstates are obtained by: 

zÎ

      m z 0 0E B B m= −µ = −γ             (4.8) 

The energy difference between two adjacent levels m and (m+1) is: 

                   (4.9) 0E B h∆ = γ = ω0

where  is the Larmor frequency of nucleus, the frequency of rotation of the 

magnetic moment around the z-axis. 

0 0ω γB / 2π=

In the NMR experiments, a large number of nuclei are observed. A spin packet is a 

group of spins experiencing at the same magnetic field. The nuclear spins will be then 

distributed between the states with a probability of occupation described by the Boltzmann 

distribution: 
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     ( )∆E
0kT γ BN ∆Ee 1 1

N kT
−

+

−

= ≈ − = −
kT

        (4.10) 

where  and  are the population of the lower and higher energy states, respectively, k is 

the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

N+ N−

The net magnetization vector at equilibrium (M0) lies along the direction of the applied 

magnetic field B0 is given by Curie Law: 

     
2 2

0
N

0
γ I(I 1)M

3kT
+

= B            (4.11) 

where N is the total number of spins (N = N+ + N-). 

The magnetization vector does not process forever around the magnetic field. In reality, 

there are tendencies to return to the equilibrium of system that has been slightly perturbed by 

the imposition of a change in one of the variable of state. Relaxation is a dynamic process 

that determines how rapidly the thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved between the spin 

states. There are two relaxation types: (i) the longitudinal (spin lattice) relaxation (T1): is the 

characteristic time for exchange of energy between the spin system and the thermal 

surroundings (the lattice) and (ii) the transverse (spin-spin) relaxation (T2). In solids, T1 may 

be as long as 1000s because of the absence of mechanism for interchanging nuclear spin 

energy with the rest of the sytem; T2 is often of the order of microseconds. 

4.2  Interactions in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 135, ,  136 137

In the external magnetic field, there are not only the external interactions but also the 

internal interactions effect on the nucleus. The nuclear Hamiltonian can be written as a sum 

of internal and external parts: 

                 (4.12) int ext
ˆ ˆ ˆH H H= +

For this separation, the Hint includes the intrinsic effects to the spin system while the 

Hext component involves terms due to the experimental setup. 

The external Hamiltonian can usually be separated into Zeeman ( ) and radio 

frequency ( ) contributions.  

zĤ

RFĤ
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                 (4.13) ext z RF
ˆ ˆ ˆH H H= +

The internal Hamiltonian can be further subdivided into the basic interactions resulting 

from the environment of the nucleus: 

               (4.14) int CS J D Q
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆH H H H H= + + +

where is the chemical shift Hamiltonian, is the indirect spin-spin coupling (or J-

coupling), is the direct dipole-dipole interaction (or dipolar coupling), and is the 

quadrupole coupling. Each of these interactions is intrinsic to the spin system and primarily 

depends upon the chemical environment of nucleus. Each component of the internal or the 

external interactions will be described in more detail below. 

CSĤ JĤ

DĤ QĤ

4.2.1  The Zeeman Interaction  

The Zeeman interaction is the interaction between the magnetic moment of the nucleus 

and external applied magnetic field.  The Zeeman Hamiltonian can be given by: 

       zĤ 0 z
ˆγ B I= −             (4.15) 

where γ is the magnetogyric ratio, B0 is the magnitude of the external magnetic field, and Iz 

is the z-component of angular momentum operator. 

4.2.2  Radiofrequency Interaction 

The other external interaction is radio frequency resulting from the external oscillating 

magnetic field. 

      ( )RF 1 xĤ = 2ω cos ωt + φ I          (4.16) 

The Hamiltonian is utilized to describe the application of RF pulse. 

4.2.3  Chemical Shift Interaction 

The chemical shift interaction occurs by the presence and motion of electrons around 

the nucleus. Due to the shielding effect on nucleus of the fields produced by the surrounding 

electrons, the field experienced at the nucleus generally is not exactly the applied magnetic 

field. It can be represented by: 
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                 (4.17) eff 0B (1 σ)B= −

where Beff is the effective magnetic field, B0 is the applied magnetic field, and σ is the 

shielding tensor. The chemical shift is in general an anisotropic interaction depending on the 

relative orientation of the molecule to the external static field, there is a change in the 

resonance frequency. The chemical shift Hamiltonian can be written as: 

      CS 0
ˆ ˆH γIσB=             (4.18) 

In the NMR experiment, the applied field B0 orientates to the spin vectors (I) and also 

determines the shielding field from the electrons. Thus, the interaction between spin I and 

shielding field depends on the relative position of the spin I and the electrons giving the 

shielding field with respect to B0. 

4.2.4  Spin-Spin Coupling Interaction 

The spin-spin coupling interaction, also called as the J coupling is the interaction 

between nuclei mediated through the bonding electrons in the molecular.  The J coupling 

interaction can be represented as: 

      j i
ˆ ˆH I J Ik= ⋅ ⋅             (4.19) 

The interaction is the independent field and usually smaller than the other 

consideration interaction. 

4.2.5  Direct Dipole-Dipole Interaction 

The dipole-dipole interaction, also called the dipolar interaction arises from the direct 

dipole-dipole interaction between nuclei through space. This interaction depends on the 

internuclear distance and also on the molecular orientation. The dipolar interaction is 

expressed by the Hamiltonian as: 

     
( )( )i k0 i r

D i k 3 5

ˆ ˆI r I rˆ ˆµ I IĤ γ γ 3
4π r r

⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅⋅⎢ ⎥= − −
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

       (4.20) 

Using spherical coordinates, the dipolar Hamiltonian can be represented as: 

     o i k
D 3

µ γ γ ˆ ˆˆ ˆH A B C D
4π r

ˆ ˆ ˆE F⎡ ⎤= − + + + + +⎣ ⎦        (4.21) 
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where the terms are: 

      i k 2
z zÂ I I (3cos θ 1)= −

     ( )i k i k 21ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆB I I I I 3cos θ 1
4 + − − +

⎡ ⎤= − + −⎣ ⎦  

     i k i k iφ
z z

3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆC I I I I sinθcosθe
2

−
+ +

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦     

     i k i k i
z z

3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆD I I I I sin cos e
2

+ ϕ
− −

⎡ ⎤= + θ θ⎣ ⎦  

     i k 2 -2iφ
+ +

3ˆ ˆ ˆE = [I I ]sin θe
4

 

     i k 2 +2iφ
- -

3ˆ ˆ ˆF = [I I ]sin θe
4

 

where the operators  are the raising and lowering operator defined as: + -
ˆ ˆI , I

                  (4.22) ± x
ˆ ˆ ˆI = I ± Iy

θ and φ are the polar angles, specifying the orientation of the dipolar vector in the laboratory 

frame. A scheme illustrating the polar angles is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: The relative orientation of the nuclear distance vector in the laboratory frame is given 

by angles θ and φ 

On the other hand, the dipole Hamiltonian can be expressed in the second-rank 

Cartesian tensorial form:  
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        D
ˆ ˆH 2I D Î= − ⋅ ⋅           (4.23) 

where D is the dipole-coupling tensor with principal values of –d/2, +d/2, +d with d is the 

dipolar coupling constant is given by: 

       0
3 i k

µ
d = γ γ

4πr
          (4.24) 

The dipolar coupling constant has a strong dependence on the distance between two 

spins and also dependent on the angle between the internuclear vector and the external 

magnetic field. 

The dipolar interaction between homonuclear spins Ii and Ik is given by: 

    ( )0homo 2 2 i k i k
3D
ik

µ 1
Ĥ = - z z

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆγ 3cos θ -1 [3I I - I I ]
4π 2r

       (4.25) 

The heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian for spins I and S is given: 

    ( )0hetero 2
3D i s
is

µ ˆĤ = - z z
ˆγ γ 3cos θ -1 I S

4πr
         (4.26) 

Both heteronuclear and homomonuclear dipolar interactions depend on the γ as well as 

on the orientation of the internuclear vector and the inverse cube of distance. 

4.2.6  Quadrupolar Interaction 

The quadrupolar interaction is a result of the interaction between the non-spherical 

charge distribution of the nucleus (only for I > 1
2 ) and the electric field gradient at the 

nucleus. The quadrupole Hamiltonian can be expressed as: 

      
( )Q

eQĤ
2I 2I 1

ˆ ˆI V I= ⋅ ⋅
−

         (4.27) 

where Î  is the nuclear spin vector and Q is the nuclear quadrupolar moment. 

The valuable information of quadrupolar interaction can be described by the 

quadrupole coupling constant 

       
2

Q

e qQ
C =

h
           (4.28) 
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where eQ is a nuclear quadrupole moment, and eq = Vzz is an electric field gradient due to 

non-spherically symmetric charge distribution. 

The quadrupole asymmetric parameter ( ) describes the asymmetry of electric field  Qη

       xx yy
Q

zz

V - V
η =

V
          (4.29) 

A schematic picture for a spin I = 3
2  is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Placing the nucleus in 

external magnetic field leads to equal splitting of the energy levels due to the Zeeman 

interaction. In the first-order quadrupole interaction ( ), the central transition (CT) 1
QH

( )1 1m 2= − ↔ +2 is not perturbed, while the satellite transitions (ST) ( )31m etc.2 2= ± ↔ ±

2
QH

 

are affected. A powder sample will provide a sharp central transition unaffected by the 

anisotropic quadrupole interaction, whereas the satellite transitions give broad powder 

patterns. The spectra due to large quadrupole interactions can not be precisely described by 

the first-order energy levels. The second-order quadrupole interaction ( ) influences all of 

central and satellite transitions. In practice, only abroad powder pattern is observed for the 

central transition. For the central transition of non-integer quadrupole nuclei the dominant 

perturbation is second-order. 
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Figure 4.2: Energy level diagram for a spin 3
2 showing the Zeeman interaction ( ), the first 

order ( ) and the second-order ( ) quadrupole perturbation of energy levels 
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4.3  NMR Techniques 

4.3.1  Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) 

The Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) technique was discovered by Andrew et al. 138 and 

independently by Lowe.139 In solid-state NMR, anisotropic interactions such as chemical 

shielding, dipole-dipole coupling, and quadrupole coupling contribute a broadening line in 

NMR spectrum. In order to narrow the line, the MAS technique is applied with the rotating 

sample about a spinning axis, which is inclined at the angle of 54.74o to the direction of the 

static magnetic field. Under this condition, the second-rank interactions are averaged to zero 

over the rotor period. 

The molecular orientation dependence of the nuclear spin interaction is defined as 

(3cos2θ -1), while θ is an angle which depicts to the orientation of the spin interaction tensors 

respecting to anisotropic interactions. In solid state NMR, the angle θ efficiently takes on all 

possible values, and then molecular orientations are represented. While the powder sample is 

spun about axis inclined to the applied magnetic field (B0) at θR angle (Figure 4.3), θ varies 

with time as the molecule rotates with the samples. Then the average of the orientation 

dependence of nuclear spin interaction under spinning condition can be presented as: 

    ( )(2 2
R

13cos 1 3cos 1 3cos 1
2

θ − = θ − β − )2        (4.30) 

where β is angle between the spinning axis and principal z-axis; θR and θ are defined above.  
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Figure 4.3: The magic angle spinning technique with the sample is spun about spinning axis at the 

angle 54.74o in related to the applied magnetic field 
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The angle β is fixed by a given nucleus, the angle θ takes on all possible values; 

whereas θR can be controlled. On the other hand, if the angular dependence 23cos 1θ −  is 

zero, the anisotropic parts will disappear, leaving only the isotropic parts, as would be 

expected. By setting the θR = 54.74o, the (3cos2θR -1) = 0, and then the average 23cos 1θ −  

becomes zero. Therefore, at fast spinning rate, the θ is rapidly averaged in comparison with 

anisotropy of the interaction, the interaction anisotropy averages to zero. Thus, the angle 

54.74o is called the "magic angle". 

4.3.2  Multiple Quantum Magic Angle Spinning (MQMAS) 

Determination of quadrupole coupling parameters by regular MAS NMR becomes 

more difficult if multiple lineshapes overlap. In 1995, Frydman and Harwood 140 , 141  

proposed a multiple quantum magic angle spinning (MQMAS) NMR technique for 

achieving high resolution spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei. The MQMAS technique 

is a two dimensional NMR technique in which one dimension is free of quadrupolar 

broadening. In this technique, the isotropic dimension is correlated to the anisotropic 

dimension that gives the second-order broadened effects. 

The MQMAS technique utilizes the transitions of the type s sm m↔ − , which are 

predicted that powder resonances arising from these transitions will be devoid of the first 

order quadrupole effects. The generalized transition frequency is given below: 140 

I I

2
Q I I I

m m 0 0 2 2 2 4 4 4
0

A C (m) A ( , )C (m)P (cos ) A ( , )C (m)P (cos )− ↔+

ω
⎡ ⎤ω = + α β θ + α β θ⎣ ⎦ω

    (4.31) 

where  is the quadrupole coupling constant; Qω 0ω  is the Larmor frequency; A0 is a constant 

proportional to the isotropic quadrupole shift; A2(α,β) and A4(α,β) are the orientation 

dependent functions responsible for the residual broadening that is observed even under 

spinning conditions; P2(cosθ) and P4(cosθ) are the second- and fourth- order Legèndre 

polynomials; and the { }I
l l 0 4

C (m)
= −

 are coefficients depending on the spinning number I and 

the Zeeman levels being correlated. 

Since symmetric transitions are not affected by the first-order quadrupole effects, all 

anisotropies will vanish at time (t1, t2) fulfilling the following condition 142
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       I I
4 1 1 2 2 2C (m )t C (m )t 0+ =          (4.32) 

Under MAS conditions with the selection rules for NMR (∆m = ±1) only the coherence 

order concerning to the central transition (m2 = 1/2) can be observed during t2. The correct t1 

evolution sense is possible chosen, regardless of the relative sign of the 
I I
4 1 4C (m ),C (1 2) coefficients, that will lead to the refocusing of the fourth-rank anisotropies. 

The high resolution echo will form: 

      
I
4 1

2 I
4

C (m )t
C (1 2)

= 1t            (4.33) 

Fourier transforming in the t1 and t2 periods produces the 2D spectrum in which the F1 

and F2 projections are anisotropic. By applying a shearing transformation, an isotropic 

spectrum with high resolution along the F1 dimension is found. 

For spin I = 3 , the two frequencies resulting after the shearing of the 2D correlation 

NMR spectrum are given 

2
143

      
iso (0)
CS Q

F1

34 60
9

ω − ω
ω =           (4.34) 

    and           (4.35)  iso (0) 4 )

(4)

F2 CS Q Q3 21 ( ,ω = ω + ω − ω α β

Since the center of mass of the Q ( , )ω α β term for randomly distributed powders is zero, 

a center of mass calculation of the anisotropic line shape along F2ω ends up reflecting only 

the sum of two isotropic components 

      iso (0)
F2 CS Q3ω = ω + ω           (4.36) 

By using the center of mass of the signal and the equation above, the isotropic 

quadrupolar shift can be determined 

      
[ ]

2
(0)
Q 2

0

(SOQE)
30 2I(2I 1)

ω = −
ω −

         (4.37) 

where SOQE is the second order quadrupolar effect given by 
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       2
Q

1SOQE C 1
3 Q= + η           (4.38) 

The main drawback of the MQMAS experiment is the rather inefficient excitation and 

conversion of the multiple quantum transition. To decrease dispersion signals, the z-filtered 

sequence can be applied.144 Figure 4.4 shows the z-filer MQMAS pulse sequence. 
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Figure 4.4: Zero quantum filter MQMAS NMR pulse sequence 

In such experiment, the first pulse is designed to create the maximum amount of ±p 

quantum symmetrical coherences. Both coherences evolve during t1 and are refocused along 

p = 0 by the second pulse. The time between second and third pulses is called z-filter, in 

which all components of magnetization perpendicular to the external field dissipate during 

this period. The final soft pulse transforms the zero quantum coherence into an observable 

signal.  
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Experimental 

 

5.1  Synthesis 

Generally, zeolites and molecular sieves are synthesized hydrothermally in autoclaves 

under autogenously pressure. Besides the hydrothermal synthesis, the dry-gel method can be 

applied for zeolite and molecular sieve synthesis. 

5.1.1  *BEA Hydrothermal Synthesis   

5.1.1.1  Beta Boronsilicates (B-*BEA) 

*BEA borosilicates with sodium or without sodium were synthesized using the gel 

compositions of 1 SiO2 : 0.033 B2O3 : x Na2O : 0.54 TEAOH : 18 H2O (x = 0.15 or x = 0). 

 A typical synthesis for B-*BEA is as follows: 1.63 g (0.026 mol) H3BO3 (Aldrich) was 

dissolved in 22.72 g of an aqueous solution TEAOH (35 % w/w, Aldrich) and 68.5 ml de-

ionized water. In the case of sodium B-*BEA, 4.82 g (0.12 mol) NaOH was dissolved 

completely in 2 ml de-ionized water, and the NaOH solution was slowly dropped into the 
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boron solution. The solutions were stirred for 30 min, and then 24.03 g of Cab-O-Sil M5 

(Cabot) was slowly added, the gels were stirred for 2 hours. The aluminum solution was 

prepared as follows: 0.37 g (0.001mol) Al(NO3)3·9H2O (Aldrich) was dissolved in 2 ml of 

de-ionized water and stirred until homogeneous. The Al(NO3)3 solutions were slowly added 

in the gels and stirring were continued for 4 hours. The final gels were charged in Teflon-

lined stainless steel autoclaves and heated at 423 K. The crystallizations were typically 

completed by heating up to 96 hours without sodium and 72 hours with sodium, and then 

centrifuged to separate the solid and liquid phases. The collected solids were washed several 

times with de-ionized water until pH ~ 9 and dried at 323 K overnight.  

These samples were utilized for further investigation of boron sites and post synthesis 

modification with Al3+ and Ga3+. A typical preparation of *BEA borosilicate via 

hydrothermal method is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

5.1.1.2  Aluminum Beta Zeolites (Al-*BEA) 

Aluminum beta zeolites with sodium or without sodium were synthesized using the gel 

compositions of 1 SiO2 : 0.033 Al2O3 : x Na2O : 0.54 TEAOH : 18 H2O (x = 0.1 or x = 0). 

The initial gels were prepared by adding 3 g of Cab-O-Sil M5 in 11.22 g of an aqueous 

solution TEAOH (35 % w/w, Aldrich), the gels were stirred until homogenized for about 2 

hours. The aluminum solution was prepared by dissolving 1.25 g (0.003 mol) 

Al(NO3)3·9H2O (Aldrich) in 9 ml of de-ionized water and stirred until dissolved. In case of 

sodium beta zeolite, the aluminum source was prepared from sodium aluminate as following: 

0.32 g of sodium aluminate (Fluka) and 0.07 g NaOH (Aldrich) were added in 9 ml of de-

ionized water, this mixture was stirred until dissolved completely for about 15 minutes. 

Finally, the Al3+ solutions were slowly added in the silica gels and stirred continuously for 4 

hours. The gels were charged in Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclaves, heated at 423 K for 

72 hours and then centrifuged to separate the solid and liquid phases. The white solids were 

recovered by centrifugation, then washed several times with de-ionized water until pH ~ 9 

and dried at 323 K overnight. These beta zeolites were used for further investigations of 

nanoparticle formation in organic solvents. 
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5.1.2  *BEA Dry-Gel Synthesis 

Dry-gel *BEA borosilicates with the compositions of 1 SiO2 : 0.033 B2O3 : x Na2O : 

0.54 TEAOH (x = 0 or x = 0.033 ) were prepared as dry-gel conversion (DGC). The typical 

synthesis as follows: 13.36 g (0.032 mol) of an aqueous solution TEAOH (35 % w/w, 

Aldrich) was mixed with 8.83 g (0.059 mol) of colloidal silica LUDOX AS-40 (Aldrich) and 

the mixtures were stirred for 15 min. The boron source with 0.24 g (0.002 mol) H3BO3 or 

0.37 g (0.002 mol) Na2B4O7 (Aldrich) was dissolved in 5 ml of de-ionized water and added 

dropwise to the above mixture. For the aim to prepare the sodium beta borosilicate, the 

sodium solution was prepared by dissolving 0.16 g (0.04 mol) NaOH in 2 ml of de-ionized 

water; the sodium source was added to the gel. The final mixtures were further stirred for     

2 hours. After aging, the gels were dried at 353 K in an oil bath with continuous stirring, 

allowing evaporation of water. While the gels became thick and viscous, they were 

homogenized by hand until dried. Subsequently, these gels were crushed into fine powders. 

For crystallization, 0.5 g of each gel was poured in small Teflon cup; this cup was located in 

a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave, in which 1 ml of de-ionized water was poured in the 

bottom. During the crystallization, the dry-gels never came into the direct contact with liquid 

water. The DGC processes were carried out at 443 K during periods of up to 72 hours in 

autogeneous pressure. The samples obtained after quenching autoclaves in cold water and 

separating by centrifugation were washed three times with 30 ml of de-ionized water and 

dried at 323 K overnight. A typical preparation of *BEA borosilicates via dry-gel method is 

shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Boron source SDA (TEAOH) Silica source H
ydrotherm
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Aluminum source Sodium source HYDROGEL 

 

Figure 5.1: Scheme illustrating the synthesis of *BEA-borosilicate via hydrothermal and 

dry-gel methods 

5.1.3  MFI Synthesis 

5.1.3.1  B-MFI 

 MFI borosilicate was synthesized as following the batch composition: 1 SiO2 : 0.04 

B2O3 : 0.1 TPAOH : 34 H2O. 

A typical synthesis for B-MFI as follows: 0.31 g (0.01 mol) H3BO3 (Aldrich) was 

dissolved in 6.46 g of an aqueous solution TPAOH (1M aqueous solution, Fluka) and      

33.8 ml de-ionized water. After that, 3.82 g of Cab-O-Sil M5 was slowly added, and the gel 

was stirred for 4 hours. This gel was charged in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and 

crystallized in hydrothermal condition at 423 K for 120 hours. After hydrothermal treatment, 

the autoclave was quenched in cold water. The collected solid after filteration was washed 

several times with de-ionized water until pH ~ 9 and dried at 323 K overnight. 
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5.1.3.2  Si-MFI 

Si-MFI samples were synthesized according to the work by Koller et al.145 with the 

batch compositions: 1 SiO2 : 0.1 TPAOH : 38 H2O in basic medium and 1 SiO2 : 0.1 

TPAOH : 0.5 NH4F : 36 H2O in fluoride medium. 

The initial solution of a typical synthesis for Si-MFI in basic medium was prepared by 

mixing 13.89 g TEOS (Aldrich) and 6.77 g TPAOH (1M aqueous solution, Fluka) and 40 ml 

of de-ionized water. This mixture was hydrolyzed under slow stirring for 30 hours at room 

temperature in an open vesssel for evaporating alcohols. The water weight loss due to 

evaporation process was compensated by adding de-ionized water in the initial solution. The 

obtained gel was transfered to a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and treated under 

hydrothermal conditions. The crystallization was performed at 423 K for 6 days. After that, 

stainless steel autoclave was quenched in cold water. The liquid was removed by filteration 

and the collected solid was washed several times with de-ionized water until pH ~ 9 and 

dried at 323 K overnight. 

For Si-MFI in fluoride medium, the procedure is as follows: 1.82 g of TPABr (Aldrich) 

was added in 30 ml of de-ionized water and stirred until dissolved. After that, 4 g of        

Cab-O-Sil M5 was added slowly in that solution, this gel was stirred for 2 hours. The 

fluoride solution was prepared from NH4F (Fluka) by adding 1.26 g NH4F in 13 ml of       

de-ionized water, this solution was stirred until dissolved for about 10 minutes. This 

ammonium fluoride solution was added dropwise into the gel and stirred continuously for 2 

hours. The achieved gel was charged in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and subjected 

to the hydrothermal treatment at 463 K for 6 days. After the hydrothermal treatment, the 

solid was selected by filteration and washed several times with de-ionized water until pH ~ 9 

and dried at 323 K overnight. 

These MFI zeolites were utilized for further investigation of nanoparticle formation in 

organic solvents. 

5.2  Calcination and Dehydration 

To remove the SDA occluded in zeolite channels, the as-synthesized B-*BEA zeolites 

were calcined in air in a muffle furnace at a heating rate of 2 K min-1 from room temperature 
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(RT) to a final temperature of 923 K. During the heating, the temperature was held constant 

at two points: 383 K and 693 K for 2 hours of each. The final temperature was maintained 

for 6 hours. 

The calcination of ion-exchanged samples was carried out in vacuum (< 10-4 mbar) in 

glass ampoules with a temperature program as follows: 2 K min-1 to 383 K, and held for       

2 hours, then 2 K min-1 to final temperature of 723 K, and maintained for 6 hours. 

Dehydration of the calcined and rehydrated samples was carried out in vacuum           

(< 10-4 mbar) in glass ampoules. The heating rate is 2 K min-1 from RT to target 

temperatures. During the dehydration, the samples were held at 383 K for 2 hours to remove 

most of water from the framework and then further heating to the target temperatures, which 

were maintained for 6 hours. After cooling down to the room temperature, the ampoules 

were sealed for storage and reopened under nitrogen in a glove-box to avoid the introduction 

of moisture. 

5.3  Ion Exchange 

5.3.1  Ion Exchange with Na+, NH4
+ 

Ion exchange experiments were carried out in aqueous solution (1mol L-1) of the 

sodium acetate or ammonium acetate. The calcined B-*BEA powders were added to the 

cation solutions using 50 ml solution per gram of zeolite and stirred slowly for 12 hours. 

After that, the mixtures were separated by centrifugation and washed thoroughly with         

de-ionized water and dried at 323 K overnight. 

B-*BEA samples which have different sodium/ammonium ratios were obtained by ion 

exchange in the mixtures of sodium acetate and ammonium acetate solutions with 

appropriate cation concentrations. For the ammonium exchanges, the pH values of 

ammonium solution were established at about 8.0 by adding a small amount of aqueous 

ammonia solution (1 mol L-1) to the ammonium acetate solution.  

The Na+/NH4
+ zeolite forms can be transformed to the Na+/H+ forms by calcination in 

vacuum at high temperature. 
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5.3.2  Post Synthesis Modification 

5.3.2.1  Deboronation 

Deboronation was carried out with de-ionized water using 100 ml of pure water at     

pH ~ 7 per gram of the Na+/H+ zeolites at room temperature. The mixtures were stirred 

slowly for 12 hours, separated by centrifugation and dried in air at 323 K overnight. This 

process was repeated up to four times for complete deboronation. 

5.3.2.2  Post-Synthesis Exchange with Al3+ 

Aluminum modified *BEA samples were prepared in both aqueous (water) and organic 

(ethyl alcohol) media using aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, Aldrich) as precursor.  

The first series has been treated in aqueous medium. The aluminum solution was 

prepared by dissolving 0.05 g of aluminum acetate in 20 ml of de-ionized water. Then, 

NH4OH was added dropwise to the mixture until pH ~ 10. The aluminum solution was 

obtained by centrifugation from the precipitated Al(OH)3. In this series, 100 mg of 

deboronated sample was dispersed in a 20 ml of aluminum solution, and stirred for 4 hours at 

RT. The solid samples were recovered by centrifugation, washed with de-ionized water and 

air-dried at 323 K overnight. 

The second series has been carried out in ethanol containing aluminum nitrate. This 

solution was prepared by dissolution of 0.5 g of Al(NO3)3·9H2O in 200 ml dried ethanol. In a 

typical preparation, 100 mg of deboronated sample was dispersed in 20 ml of aluminum 

nitrate ethanol solution. The mixtures were stirred for 4 hours at room temperature, separated 

by centrifugation, washed with dried ethanol and then dried at 323 K overnight.  

5.3.2.3  Post-Synthesis Exchange with Ga3+ 

The gallium exchanged samples were performed in ethanol containing gallium nitrate. 

This solution was prepared by dissolution of 0.35 g of Ga(NO3)3·nH2O in 120 ml of dried 

ethanol. The mixtures were prepared with 20 ml of gallium-ethanol solution per 100 mg of 

deboronated samples. These mixtures were slowly stirred for 3 hours at 323 K; the solids 
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were collected by centrifugation, washed thoroughly with cold ethanol and dried at room 

temperature. 

5.4  Zeolite Dissolution 

The colloidal zeolites were prepared from powders of zeolite microcrystals. These 

zeolites were either commercial samples from Degussa (ZSM-5, NaY) or they were 

hydrothermally synthesized using standard procedures (B-MFI, Beta, B-*BEA). These 

zeolites were dried at 373 K for 1 day before treatment in DMF. In experiments, 100 mg of 

zeolite was dispersed in 50 ml of organic solvents (such as DMF, DMSO) and stirred slowly 

for 6 or 12 hours at room temperature, and then separated by centrifuge (5500 rpm, 10 

minutes). This process (Figure 5.2) can be repeated in an iterative way, so that several 

colloidal zeolite suspensions can be formed.  

Figure 5.2: Scheme illustrating the preparation of colloidal zeolites in organic solvents 

In dissolution series, zeolites were slurried in 10 ml of DMF from Aldrich as received 

or dried over CaH2, and stirred for 12 hours at ambient temperature. In the dried DMF series, 

the processes were performed Argon atmosphere. Clear solutions were obtained by a 

centrifugation. 

The influence of water was studied with 100 mg of zeolite in 10 ml of dried DMF, in 

which small amounts of de-ionized water were added. These mixtures were stirred for 12 
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hours at ambient temperature in the Argon line. After that, clear solutions were separated by 

centrifugation. 

The effect of sodium was studied with 100 mg of zeolites treated in 50 ml of DMF. 

Different amounts of sodium cations as NaCl aqueous solution were added in the mixtures 

and stirred for 12 hours. Finally, clear solutions are obtained by centrifugation. 

5.5  X-Ray Diffraction 

The powder X-ray diffraction of zeolite were carried out on Guinier-Camera, using  

Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406Å). The exposure times were carried out between thirty to forty-

five minutes for beta zeolite and between eleven to twenty minutes for the other zeolites. The 

data were acquired between 7o and 50o (2θ), with 0.025o step. The samples were prepared as 

thin layers on amorphous scotch tape, prior to scanning.  

The relative crystallinities of beta zeolites were determined by a quantitative evaluation 

of the amplitude of the most intense X-Ray reflection line at 2θ = 22.4o. 

5.6  Raman Spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra were recorded from powdered and liquid samples by Jobin Yvon 

Horiba HR800 Raman spectrometer. The laser beam (with Nd/YAG laser at 532 nm as the 

excitation source) was focused through microscope objectives 40x and 50x for liquid and 

powder samples respectively.     

5.7  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The SEM images were determined on a LEIKA Cambridge Stereoscan 420 instrument. 

The samples were loaded on stubs and sputtered with gold film to prevent surface charging 

and also to protect from thermal damage from the electron beam, prior to scanning. Before 

the SEM investigations, the samples were dehydrated at room temperature for the pressure        

< 10-5 mbar. 
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5.8  Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

The AFM micrographs were imaged on an AFM Nanoscope IIIa - Controller Digital 

Instrument (Santa Barbara, CF) DI 3100. For preparation, 100 µl of colloidal zeolites was 

added dropwise on glass slides with the surface modified by Poly-L-Lysine (0.01 % m/V,    

µ = 150000 – 300000, Aldrich) and incubation time for 30 seconds at room temperature.  

5.9  Thermogravimetric and Differential Thermal Analysis 

(TGA-DTA) 

Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analyses were performed in Netzsch STA 

409 C/CD thermal analyzer with about 40 mg of sample with a heating rate at 10 K min-1 

between 298 K and 1173 K in oxygen flow. The base line correction was made using Al2O3 

as the reference sample. 

5.10  Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

The mean particle sizes and zeta potentials of the colloids were measured by ZetaSizer 

3000HSA, Malvern Instruments, with a helium-neon laser of 633 nm wavelength and fixed 

scattering angle of 90o at 25oC. The sizes of particles can be determined with a diameter in 

the range of 5 to 5000 nm. The colloidal solutions were charged in a glass cuvette 100-OS, 

Hellma. The particle size distributions are analyzed by Non-Negatively Constrained Least 

Squares (NNSL) autocorrelation method. 

5.11  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 

The solid-state NMR spectra were carried out at ambient temperature on Bruker CXP 

300 and Bruker DSX 500 spectrometers at B0 = 7.05 T and 11.7 T respectively. MacNMR 

and Topspin softwares were applied for the CXP 300 and the DSX 500 spectrometers, 

respectively. The spectrum lineshape was analyzed by using the DMFIT program. The 

chemical shifts were referenced with appropriate solutions as summarized in Table 5.1 
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Table 5.1: The references for calibration of NMR spectra 

Nuclei References 

1H Tetramethylsilane 
11B BF3·O(C2H5)2

23Na NaCl 1 mol L-1

27Al Al(NO3)3 1 mol L-1

71Ga Ga(NO3)3 1 mol L-1

29Si Tetramethylsilane 

The powder samples were packed in 7 mm ZrO2 rotor, spun at 4 kHz (CXP 300) and   

4 mm ZrO2 rotor, spun at 10 or 15 kHz (DSX 500) using the Bruker MAS probes (Table 5.2). 
29Si-MAS NMR was recorded on Bruker CXP 300 operating at resonance frequency of 

59.63 MHz. On Bruker DSX 500, the resonance frequencies were 500.18 MHz for 1H-, 

160.48 MHz for 11B-, 132.31 MHz for 23Na-, 130.33 MHz for 27Al-, and 152.54 MHz for 
71Ga-MAS NMR.  

Table 5.2: The probes utilized for NMR measurements with respective nuclei in 

corresponding magnetic fields  

Nuclei B0 Probe 

1H MAS NMR 11.7 T Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 
11B MAS NMR 11.7 T Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 

11B MAS spin-echo NMR 11.7 T Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 

11B MQMAS NMR 11.7 T Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 

Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 23Na MAS NMR 11.7 T 

Bruker HPWB 73A MAS 4BL CP BB VTN 

Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 27Al MAS NMR 11.7 T 

Bruker HPWB 73A MAS 4BL CP BB VTN 

71Ga MAS NMR 11.7 T Bruker HPWB 73B MAS 4BL CP BB WVT 

29Si MAS NMR 7.05 T Bruker HPWB 73A MAS 7DB CP BB VTN 
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Typical acquisition parameters for 29Si MAS NMR were pulse length 4.5 µs for flip 

angle π/2, and recycle delay of 60 s. 11B MAS NMR spectra were performed after applying a 

pulse length of 0.7 µs, corresponding to a flip angle π/8 of the liquid reference and a recycle 

delay of 2 s. The probe background was eliminated by either using a spin-echo sequence, or 

subtracting the background with an empty rotor. 1H MAS NMR spectra were recorded using 

a π/2 pulse of 2 µs duration and a recycle delay of 2 s. Typical MAS NMR spectra of 27Al, 
23Na and 71Ga were recorded after applying a π/8 pulse of 1 µs, 0.7 µs, and 1 µs duration and 

recycle delay of 2 s, 1 s, and 5 s respectively. To compare directly, all spectra were obtained 

with the same number of transient and the sample weights in NMR measurements.  

The 11B 2D MQMAS experiments were performed using the standard z-filtered 

sequence at 15 kHz spinning. The first two hard pulses were 3.2 and 1.2 µs in length, 

respectively. The third soft pulse was 12 µs in length. In the t1 increment, 120 scans were 

applied. 
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Synthesis and Characterization of 

*BEA-Borosilicate 

 

6.1  Beta Borosilicate Structure 

6.1.1  Synthesis Methods 

Beta zeolite is a widely used catalyst in various catalytic reactions. Hydrothermal 

synthesis is the conventional method, and most of zeolites are prepared via this method. 

However, it is difficult to synthesize the beta borosilicate in total absence of aluminum or 

without beta zeolite as a seed during the hydrothermal synthesis. Compared with 

hydrothermal synthesis, the dry-gel synthesis allows solid hydrogel transformation of the 

borosilicate gel with high yield without seeds or aluminum. On the other hand, the uniform 

crystals with smaller particle size could be obtained by this method.146, 147

Beta borosilicate samples were prepared with sodium or without sodium via 

hydrothermal and dry-gel methods. The batch compositions of borosilicate gels are 

summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: The bath composition of *BEA-borosilicates synthesized vial hydrothermal and 

dry-gel synthesis 

Sample Method Batch composition 

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD Hydrothermal 1SiO2: 0.033B2O3: 0.54TEAOH: 18H2O 

|TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD Hydrothermal 1SiO2: 0.033B2O3: 0.15Na2O: 0.54TEAOH: 
18H2O 

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY Dry-gel 1SiO2: 0.033B2O3: 0.54TEAOH 

|TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY Dry-gel 1SiO2: 0.033B2O3: 0.033Na2O: 0.54TEAOH 

The lattice geometries of *BEA borosilicate were established from X-Ray diffraction. 

The XRD powder patterns of borosilicate materials as-synthesized and after calcination are 

illustrated in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. 

Figure 6.1: XRD powder patterns of beta borosilicates as-synthesized (a): |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, 

(b): |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c): |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, (d): |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY
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These figures imply that the beta structure is observed in all patterns. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, beta zeolite exits as three polytypes: a tetrahedral lattice (P4122) and two different 

monoclinic lattices (C2/c and P2). The highly disordered structure of zeolite Beta produces a 

sharp peak (h = 3n, k = 3n) at 2θ ~ 22.4o and a broad peak at 2θ ~ 7.5o in the XRD patterns, 

consistent with faulting by a/3 and b/3 displacements on (001) planes. Thus, the width of 

sharp (3n, 3n, l) reflections will be mainly determined by the crystallite size, while that of 

the broad reflections is related to faulting.148 The sharp reflections on the beta zeolite XRD 

powder patterns are indexed on a tetrahedral and two monoclinic lattices. In comparison 

between the SDA filled precursor and template free beta borosilicate (Figure 6.1 and 6.2), 

the changes of crystallinity and line broadening of two main reflections at 2θ = 7.5o and 

22.4o are revealed. After calcination, changes of relative intensities are observed due to the 

removal of organic species and water from the pores.149  

Figure 6.2: The XRD powder patterns of beta borosilicates after calcination (a): |H+|[B,Si-

*BEA]HYD, (b): |H+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c): |H+| [B,Si-*BEA]DRY, (d): |H+,Na+| [B,Si-*BEA]DRY
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6.1.2  Crystallization Time 

*BEA borosilicates were synthesized via hydrothermal synthesis at different 

crystallization times. Figures 6.3a and 6.4a show the XRD powder patterns of as-synthesized 

materials obtained after different crystallization times in the absence and presence of sodium, 

respectively.  

In Figure 6.3a and 6.4a, the patterns obtained after 4 hours of crystallization does not 

show any reflection, indicating the presences of a totally amorphous material. After 18 hours 

of crystallization time, the reflections are slightly viable in the absence and presence of 

sodium borosilicates. A weak increase in the line area of the main positions at 2θ = 7.5o and 

22.4o are observed only at longer crystallization times. These reflections in the sodium 

sample are slightly more intense than without sodium. However, significant changes can be 

observed for the other week refletions, i.e., a line area increase and a narrowing of the week 

reflections with the ongoing hydrothermal process. This finding indicates that the long range 

order is essentially established during an initial period of approximately 18 hours, while 

thereafter only changes in the local structure occur. At about 52 hours of crystallization, all 

reflections of *BEA structure were recorded in both of XRD patterns of sodium and sodium 

free borosilicates.  

On the other hand, tiny reflections at 2θ = 21.1o and 24.6o which are not characteristic 

for the *BEA structure are slightly viable in the pattern of the sodium free material after 18 

hours of crystallization. Interestingly, these reflections are not growing in the batches at 

longer crystallization times. In fact, not any reflections at those positions are observed in the 

patterns of materials crystallized at longer times (Figure 6.3a). 

The relative crystallinities of the absence and presence of sodium borosilicates 

obtained after different crystallization times were performed in Figure 6.3b and 6.4b, 

respectively. As a reference, the amplitude of the main line at 2θ = 22.4o in the powder 

pattern of *BEA borosilicate without sodium obtained after a crystallization time of 96 hours 

was used also for samples without sodium. The crystallization time of sodium beta 

borosilicate can be decreased by adding sodium to the initial gel. A crystallization time of 72 

hours can be achieved for the synthesis of *BEA borosilicate in presence of sodium with the 

gel ratio: 1 SiO2 : 0.033 B2O3 : 0.15 Na2O : 0.54 TEAOH : 18H2O. 
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Figure 6.3: (a) XRD powder patterns of as-synthesized borosilicate materials in absence sodium 

obtained after different crystallization times of 0 hours (bottom) to 192 hours (top), (b) crystallinities 
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Figure 6.4: (a) XRD powder patterns of as-synthesized borosilicate materials in presence of sodium 

obtained after different crystallization times of 0 hours (bottom) to 144 hours (top), (b) crystallinities 
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6.2  Thermal Analysis 

The TG and DTA curves of as-synthesized beta borosilicate from hydrothermal and 

dry-gel methods are illustrated in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: Thermogravimetric and differential thermal data of as-synthesized beta borosilicates 

(a) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (b) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and              

(d) |TEA+,Na+|[B, Si-*BEA]DRY 

The calcination of beta borosilicate under flowing oxygen produces weight losses 

associated with four major temperature steps: (I) RT–150oC, (II) 150–320oC, (III) 320–

470oC and (IV) 470–750oC (Figure 6.5).  

In the step (I), there is an endothermic process assigned to desorption of occluded 

water.150,  151 The step II can be assigned to TEA+ cations balancing the charge of Si―O― 
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groups in connectivity defects. In experiments with different Si/Al ratio beta zeolites, 

Camblor et al.152 proposed that this process is more intense the higher the Si/Al ratio. Indeed, 

as the Si/T (T is trivalent element such as Al, B, Ga etc.) increases, the number of Si―O―  

groups must increases to achieve full balance of the organic cations. On the contrary, for 

zeolites with much higher T content, TEA+ cations are mainly balanced by framework T and 

there is no need for framework defects and thus process II does not exist. This process could 

be primarily assigned to the degradation of TEA+ through a Hofmann elimination 

reaction:153

4 2 4 3Et N X C H Et N HX→ + ++ −  

The step (III) is characterized by an intense exothermic peak and a significant weight 

loss could be attributed to TEA+ cations balancing framework 4B(OSi)−  species. During the 

exothermic process (III), the combustion of TEA+ produces locally a large amount of heat 

and local oxygen depletion. The incomplete combustion and pyrolysis of a fraction of the 

TEA+ may yield species amenable to polymerization to form coke. This coke will be finally 

burned during the next process. In the final step (IV), the thermogravimetric display an 

exothermic peak, which is less intense (Figure 6.5c,d) but broader than the previous one. 

This corresponds to the complete oxidation of the residual organics.154 The weight losses 

corresponding to four processes of hydrothermal and dry-gel method samples are presented 

in Table 6.2.  

Table 6.2: Thermal analysis of beta borosilicates under air atmosphere via hydrothermal 

and dry-gel synthesis 

Weight loss (%) 
Samples 

RT – 150oC 150 – 320oC 320 – 470oC 470 – 750oC

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD 2 3.8 10 2.6 

|TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD 1.1 3.9 11.2 1.8 

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY 1 4.2 9.6 2.8 

|TEA+,Na+|[B, Si-*BEA]DRY 2.8 4.4 11.1 0.9 
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6.3  NMR Spectroscopy 

Multinuclear NMR spectroscopy represents an important characterization tool to 

determine the number and nature of active sites in zeolites and molecular sieves. The 

generation of the borosilicate structure implies that boron atoms are inserted into the 

framework by formation of Si―O―B bridges. The environment of the T atoms in the 

various solids is studied by 29Si and 11B MAS NMR spectroscopy. In addition, some results 

concerning the characterization of Brønsted acid sites in zeolites are illustrated through        
1H MAS NMR spectra. 

6.3.1  29Si MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The local structure of silicon atoms was studied by 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy. 

*BEA zeolite contains nine crystallographic non-equivalent T sites, therefore a rather 

complex 29Si MAS NMR spectrum is expected.4 29Si MAS NMR spectra of as-synthesized 

and calcined beta borosilicates are presented in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, respectively. 

Three main components at around -100 to -104 ppm (line II), -109 to -110 ppm (line III) and 

around -114 ppm (line IV) can be distinguished in 29Si NMR spectra of as-synthesized of 

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and 

|TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY samples (Figure 6.6). In addition, the signal that is centered at 

around -92 ppm (line I) is observed in 29Si NMR spectra of |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD      

(Figure 6.6c). 

Signals at -110 and -114 ppm can be attributed to silicon atoms, surrounded by four 

silicons (Q4 group) in different crystallographic sites. The signal at -104 ppm could be 

assigned to Q3 groups and the signal at -92 ppm to Q2 groups.155  
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Figure 6.6: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.05 T of *BEA borosilicates as-synthesized                 

(a) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD experimental, (b) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD as simulated, (c) |TEA+|[B,Si-

*BEA]HYD components (d) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (e) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and                     

(f) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY

After calcination, the signals of components II, III and IV are detected (Figure 6.7), but 

several changes can be observed in 29Si MAS NMR spectra. In comparison to the spectra of 

the as-synthesized samples, the line area of the broad signals at -100 to -104 ppm appears 

smaller in the corresponding spectra of the calcined *BEA borosilicate. These changes might 

be due to a decrease of the line area of the peak corresponding to Q3[1B] and Q3[1OH]. The 

resonance at -92 ppm corresponding to Q2 group (not only for Si(2Si, 2B) but also to Si(2Si, 

1B, 1OH) and/or Si(2Si, 2OH)) disappears in comparison with 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of  

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD sample. 156  On the other hand, the resolution of component at              

-114 ppm is improved, especially in the spectrum of |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY (Figure 6.7e). This 

signal and the signal at -110 ppm correspond to the Q4 groups.157  

The changes of line area and resolution of components in comparison between as-made 

and calcined B-*BEA zeolites might be due to the removal of the template. 158  The 

assignment of components in the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA] to specific 
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environment is difficult because of the interaction of organic molecules with tetrahedral 

network.159   
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Figure 6.7: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.05 T of *BEA borosilicates after calcinations (a) 

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD experimental, (b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD as simulated, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD 

components (d) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (e) |H|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY

6.3.2  1H MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The characterization of hydroxyl groups in zeolites is important, because they may act 

as proton donor sites (Brønsted acid sites), which are responsible for the ability of zeolites to 

catalyze chemical reactions.160 MAS NMR spectroscopy possesses the benefit of providing 

detailed information on Brønsted acid sites in zeolites and molecular sieves.161 1H MAS 

NMR spectra of as-synthesized and calcined beta borosilicates are performed in Figure 6.8 

and 6.9, respectively. 
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Figure 6.8: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of *BEA borosilicates as-synthesized                   

(a) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (b) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and               

(e) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of as-synthesized samples prepared via hydrothermal and 

dry-gel methods (Figure 6.8) show the main intensitiy that are centered at 1.8 ppm. The 

shoulder at about 3.6 ppm is observed in all spectra. These two lines are dominated by the 

resonance of organic quaternary ammonium cations.162 In addition, another line determined 

at 6.2 ppm can be assigned to silanol groups or H2O forming weak hydrogen bonds.163  

Typically, the resonances from the SDA show strong spinning sidebands that are mainly due 

to the dipole interaction between protons. None of the as-made sample shows the signal at   

10 ppm which was observed for connectivity defects in pure-silica zeolites.16 2 
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Figure 6.9: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of *BEA borosilicates after calcination                  

(a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD experimental, (b) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and    

(d) |Na+,H+| [B,Si-*BEA]DRY

After removal of the organic compound, the 1H MAS NMR spectra (Figure 6.8) show 

the presence of mainly two classes of hydroxyl groups: bridging hydroxyls that are 

responsible for the Brønsted acid sites and isolated silanol groups. Koller et al. suggested 

that at least five components can be simulated in 1H MAS NMR spectra of borosilicates.164 

The line at -1.7 ppm could be assigned to the isolated SiOH groups. Three lines centered in 

the range 2 to 3 ppm might be referred to different types of hydroxyl groups located around 

the trigonal boron sites (i.e. B[3]···O(H)Si groups). The line at around 5 ppm is characterized 

by strongly adsorbed surface water. More details of these lines in 1H MAS NMR spectra of 

*BEA borosilicates will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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6.3.3  11B MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The coordination of boron atoms in *BEA borosilicate were investigated by solid state 

NMR. 11B MAS NMR spectra of as-synthesized and calcined samples prepared via 

hydrothermal and dry-gel methods are depicted in Figure 6.10 and 6.11, respectively.  
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Figure 6.10: 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of as-made *BEA borosilicates (a) |TEA+|[B,Si-

*BEA]HYD , (b) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c) |TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, and (d) |TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-

*BEA]DRY

In both of hydrothermal and dry-gel as-synthesized samples, the spectra of samples in 

the absence of sodium show a signal at around -4 ppm (Figure 6.10a and 6.10c), whereas the 

sodium as-made samples in hydrothermal and dry-gel samples show an extra signal at -2.5 

ppm (Figure 6.10b and 6.10c). The line at around -4 ppm is assigned to boron in tetrahedral 

framework position [B(OSi)4],165, 166 whereas the shoulder at -2.5 ppm can be described to 

tetrahedral non-framework boron. Gabelica et al. observed a 11B MAS NMR line at -0.5 ppm 

that was attributed to an amorphous borosilicate material.167 To explain the position of 
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different lines in 11B MAS NMR spectra, Ruite et al. suggest that the incorporation behavior 

of boron in silicate frameworks depends on the specific synthesis conditions.10 

Figure 6.11: 11B MAS NMR at B0 = 11.7 T of calcined *BEA borosilicate synthesized by 

hydrothermal method (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD , (b) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY, 

and (d) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY

After calcination at 923 K, some new lines appear in 11B MAS NMR spectra. In 

|H+|[B
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x15 

,Si-*BEA]HYD and |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY borosilicates (Figure 6.11a and 6.11c), new 

broad lines centered at around 10.5, 15.5 and 18.5 ppm are visible. These signals are 

broadened by second order quadrupole interactions. 11B MAS NMR spectra of 

|Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD and |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA]DRY (Figure 6.11b and 6.11d) also show a 

small broad signals in the range 5 to 18 ppm. These new lines could be ascribed to trigonal 

boron in framework or non-framework positions.166, 167  The trigonal boron can be interpreted 

by the interaction between proton and borosilicate framework.168 They also found that upon 

dehydration of |H+|[B-*BEA], the line at around -3.5 ppm disappears and simultaneously 

two components with quadrupolar lineshape and isotropic chemical shifts of 10.5 and 15.4 
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ppm appear. These lines can be attributed to SiOH···B(OSi)3 and Si(OH)···B(OSi)(OH)2 

respectively.    
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Figure 6.12: 11B MAS NMR at B0 = 11.7 T of calcined *BEA borosilicate synthesized by 

Figure 6.12 shows the components of the |H+|[B,Si-*BEA]HYD spectrum. Besides the 

sharp

       

hydrothermal method, (a) experimental spectrum, (b) simulated spectrum, (c) components 

 line at around -3 ppm and -3.5 ppm (component IV and V) assigned to tetrahedral 

boron, the components affected by second-order quadrupole interaction are distinguished: 

component III: Cq = 2.5 MHz, η = 0.15, δcs = 10.1 ppm; component II: Cq = 2.3 MHz,   

η = 0.16, δcs = 14.8 ppm and component I: Cq = 2.2 MHz, η = 0.15, δcs = 18.0 ppm. 

Components II and III are assigned to trigonal boron in the framework, whereas component I 

is appointed to trigonal boron in non-framework positions. Scholle et al. reported that the 

tetrahedral boron can be transformed to trigonal boron coordination upon calcination as 

evidenced by i) the appearance of a component whose lineshape is dominated by second-

order quadrupole interaction and ii) the concomitant disappearance of the line typical for 

B(OSi)4 units at around -3.5 ppm.169  
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On the other hand, the relative line area of trigonal boron in sodium calcined B-*BEA 

(Figure. 6.11b and 6.11d) is much smaller than without sodium calcined samples (Figure 

6.11a and 6.11c). During template removal at high temperature, the boron coordination can 

be converted from tetrahedral to trigonal. In the sodium samples, Na+ stabilizes boron in 

tetrahedral coordination. As H+ binds strongly to a framework oxygen atom, this leads to the 

cleavage of the bond between boron and the protonated oxygen, thus creating trigonal boron.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 



 

Chapter 

77  
Boron Coordination of                    

*BEA-Borosilicate 

 

In recent years, borosilicates have attracted much attention due to their weak acidity 

that is suitable for certain catalytic reactions.170 The incorporation of boron inside the zeolite 

framework has always been a curious question. The transformation of boron coordination 

and subsequent variation of local geometry are important points that characterize 

borosilicates.  

In this chapter, the change of coordination geometry at boron centers upon hydration 

and dehydration treatments of borosilicates will be elaborated in more detail with the beta 

borosilicates synthesized under hydrothermal conditions in the presence of sodium or 

without sodium. 
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7.1  Dehydration of *BEA-Borosilicate 

7.1.1  11B NMR Spectroscopy 

The influence of dehydration conditions to the boron coordination was investigated. 

The spectra in Figure 7.1 present the local structure of boron atoms in dehydrated beta 

borosilicates in the presence of sodium (right) and without sodium (left). As can be seen in 

the Figure 7.1a and 7.1e, the as-made beta borosilicate spectra merely show sharp resonance 

lines at about -3.7 ppm or -4.2 ppm in presence of sodium and without sodium borosilicates, 

respectively. In addition, the shoulder at -2.5 ppm is clearly observed for the sodium 

borosilicate.  These resonances could be assigned to the tetrahedral boron in *BEA-

borosilicates. The resonances in the range of -3.7 to -4.2 ppm are assigned to tetrahedral 

groups. In as-synthesized samples, the negative charge of these groups is balanced by 

structure directing agent cations or sodium cations in case of sodium samples. 

Figure 7.1: 

-
4/ 2BO

11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) |TPA+|[B,Si-*BEA] as-

synthesized, (b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in 

vacuum at room temperature, (d) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at 673 K;                         

(e) |TPA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA] as-synthesized, (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K,      

(g): |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at 673 K. 
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After calcination, the *BEA-borosilicate containing sodium still presents the sharp line 

corresponding to tetrahedral boron (Figure 7.1f). On the contrary, in the borosilicate proton 

form, the sharp line at -3.7 ppm almost disappears and a new resonance dominates with 

second-order quadrupole interaction (Figure 7.1b).  
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Figure 7.2: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of *BEA-borosilicate containing sodium 

(a) as-synthesized spectrum, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) freshly calcined at 923 K spectrum, 

(e) simulation, (f) components (g) dehydrated at 623 K spectrum, (h) simulation (i) components. 

When the samples are dehydrated in vacuum at room temperature or 637 K, the distinct 

resonance at about -4.6 ppm (component V) and -2.9 to -3.4 ppm (component IV) for 

tetrahedral boron always is obtained in B-*BEA zeolite containing sodium (Figure 7.1g), but 

this peak remains small in the proton form. In Table 7.1, the total relative line area of 

components IV and V is 100 % for as-made *BEA-borosilicate containing sodium. This 

value is 95 % for freshly calcined sample and 92 % for *BEA-borosilicate dehydrated at  

673 K in vacuum (Table 7.1). Interestingly, component IV at -2.9 ppm considerably 

decreases upon dehydration and almost disappears at dehydration temperatures of 673 K. On 

the other hand, the tiny resonance (component III) with Cq = 2.5 MHz, η = 0.15 and                  

δcs = 10.1 ppm is also observed in borosilicates after heating treatment (Figure 7.2d-f and 
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7.2g-i). This component has 5 % and 8 % of relative area for borosilicates freshly calcined 

and dehydrated at 673 K, respectively. 

Table 7.1: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicates in the presence of 

sodium as-synthesized, freshly calcined and dehydrated in vacuum at high temperature 

 NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 

 Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

|TEA+,Na+|[B,Si-*BEA]      
δcs / ppm    -2.9 -4.5 

relative line area / %    20 80 

|Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly 
calcined in air at 923 K      

δcs / ppm   10.1 -3.4 -4.6 
Cq / MHz   2.5 - - 

relative line area / %   5 66 29 

|Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in 
vacuum at 673 K      

δcs / ppm   10.1 -2.9 -4.6 
Cq / MHz   2.5 - - 

relative line area / %   8 7 85 

In the proton form, in analogy to the freshly calcinated borosilicate, the broad line 

indicating trigonal boron is always dominant upon dehydration (Figure 7.1c and 7.1d). These 

lineshapes are comprised of three single resonances (Figure 7.3d-f, 7.3g-i and 7.3j-l). The 

main resonances (component III) with quadrupole coupling Cq = 2.5-2.6 MHz, η = 0.1-0.15 

and δ cs = 10.1-10.5 ppm are always observed in the dehydrated proton form. Another 

resonance (component II) with the Cq = 2.4 MHz, η = 0.15 and δcs = 14.6-14.9 ppm is also 

presents in all dehydrated and freshly calcined borosilicates without sodium. The relative 

area of these components slightly increases when dehydration conditions are stronger. In 

Table 7.2, the total relative areas of components II and III are 92 % for the freshly calcined 

*BEA-borosilicate, 93 % for dehydration in vacuum at room temperature and 97 % in case 

of further dehydration at 673 K. Besides the components II and III, another resonance 

(component I) with Cq = 2.2-2.3 MHz, η = 0.15 and δcs = 18.0-18.1 ppm is also observed. 
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This component has chemical shift very close to the B(OH)3 isotropic chemical shift in the 

solution, therefore it has been assigned to B(OH)3.171 In contrast to components II and III, 

the relative area of component I decreases with increase of dehydration conditions. As 

shown in Table 7.2, this relative area is 5 % in freshly calcined sample and dehydrated 

material at room temperature of the proton form. 
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Figure 7.3: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of *BEA-borosilicate without sodium 

(a) as-synthesized spectrum, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) freshly calcined at 923 K spectrum, 

(e) simulation, (f) components (g) dehydrated at room temperature spectrum, (h) simulation            

(i) components, (j) dehydrated at 673 K spectrum, (k) simulation, (l) components. 

Line IV Line V 
Line I Line IV
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As shown above, the relative area of components IV and V assigned to tetrahedral 

boron significantly decreases when the borosilicate without sodium was dehydrated. In Table 

7.2, the total relative areas of these components is 100 % for as-synthesized borosilicate, but 

almo

peratures. 

st disappears in case of calcined and dehydrated *BEA-borosilicates. The resonance 

was observed in the range of -3.2 to -3.5 ppm with low relative area at about 3 % or 2 % in 

B-*BEA freshly calcined and dehydrated at room temperature and 673 K. 

Table 7.2: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicates without sodium 

as-synthesized, freshly calcined and dehydrated in vacuum at different tem

 NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 

 Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

|TEA+|[B,Si-*BEA]      
δcs / ppm    -2.8 -3.8 

relative line area / % 

in air at 923 K

   18 82 

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined 
      

δcs / ppm 18 14.8 10.1 -3.2 

2.2 2.4 2.6 
line area / % 5 11 81  3 

absolute lin

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydr
vacuum

 
Cq / MHz 

relative 
 - 

e area / a.u. 4.8 10.7 77  3 

ated in 
 at 298 K      

δcs / ppm 18.1 14.6 10.1  -3.2 

2.2 2.4 2.5 
e area / % 5 6 87  2 

absolute lin

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydr
vacuum

Cq / MHz 

relative lin
 - 

e area / a.u. 4.8 5.7 83  2 

ated in 
 at 673 K      

δcs / ppm 18.1 14.9 10.5  -3.5 

2.3 2.4 2.6 
e area / % 1 9 88  2 

absolute lin

Cq / MHz 

relative lin
 - 

e area / a.u. 1 8.7 83  2 
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Fi  2D MQMA form afte

673 K [4] d non-fram [3] all signals. 

 

Figure 7.5 shows the 1H MAS NMR spectra of *BEA-borosilicates in presence of 

 after calcination and dehydration at different 

temperatures. In this figure, most of spectra show the lineshape with chemical shift in the 

range

gure 7.4 shows the 11B S spectrum of the proton r dehydration at    

. In this spectrum, B  an ework B  appear with sm

B[3]-III

B[3]-II

B[4]

Figure 7.4: 11B 2D MQMAS spectrum at B0 = 11.7 T of |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at  

673 K. 

7.1.2  1H MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

sodium (right) and without sodium (left)

 of 1.7 to 5.5 ppm. 
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Figure 7.5: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, 

(b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at room temperature, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in 

vacuum at 673 K; (d) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, (e) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

dehydrated in vacuum at room temperature, (f): |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at     

673 K. 

 As shown in Chapter 6, these 1H MAS NMR spectra could be composed of at least 5 

components. The simulation of these spectra with 5 components is illustrated in Figure 7.6. 

The line centered at 1.7-1.8 ppm (component V) is assigned to the isolated SiOH groups. 

The other lines at 2.3-2.4 ppm and 2 ppm (component III, IV) could be referred to the weak 

hydrogen bonds of different types of hydroxyl groups located around the trigonal boron. The 

final lines at 2.9-3.0 ppm and 4.3-4.6 ppm (component II and I) are assigned to strongly 

hydrogen bonds, especially the line I could be assigned to strong dipole interaction of the 

extra-framework boron.164 

As illustrated in Figure 7.5, both of sodium and without sodium beta borosilicates show 

the reduction of surface adsorbed water while the dehydration conditions increase. Besides 

the alteration of this line during dehydration, the spectra also show the various changes of 

surface hydroxyl groups. The relative areas of simulated components corresponding to the 

surface adsorbed water and the other hydroxyl groups in dehydrated series are collected in 

Table 7.3.  
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Figure 7.6: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] (a) freshly calcined at 923 K 

spectrum, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) dehydrated at room temperature spectrum,                  

(e) simulation, (f) components, (g) dehydrated at 673K spectrum, (h) simulation, (i) components. 

Table 7.3: 1H MAS NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicate proton forms freshly 

calcined and dehydrated in vacuum at different temperatures. 

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] Line I Line II Line III Line IV Line V 

calcined at 923K      

δcs / ppm 4.5 3.0 2.4 2.0 1.7 

relative line area / % 58 20 7 12 3 

dehydrated in vacuum at 298 K      

δcs / ppm 4.3 3.0 2.4 2.1 1.8 

relative line area / % 64 15 15 2 4 

dehydrated in vacuum at 673 K      

δcs / ppm 4.6 2.9 2.3 2.0 1.8 

relative line area / % 47 10 12 19 12 

When dehydration temperature increases from 298 K to 673 K, the relative areas of 

components I and II reduce mainly from 64 % to 47 % and 15 % to 10 %, respectively. The 

relative area of component V increases at higher dehydration temperature, this area is 3 % 

after calcinations, 4 % after dehydration at room temperature and rises to 12 % after 
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dehydration at 673 K. On the other hand, the areas of components III and IV increase at 

higher dehydration temperature (Table 7.3). In particular, the relative area of component IV 

significantly increases from 2 % to 19 % in the temperature variation from 298 K to 673 K. 

This striking observation could be due to the framework disruption by the interaction with 

water at high temperature.164 

7.2  Hydration of *BEA-Borosilicate 

7.2.1  11B NMR Spectroscopy 

To further investigate the boron coordinations in beta borosilicates, the MAS NMR 

technique has also been applied to characterize the *BEA-borosilicates at different hydration 

levels. Figure 7.7 illustrates the 11B NMR spectra of hydration series for beta borosilicates in 

presence of sodium (right) and without sodium (left).  

30 15 0 -15

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

δ / ppm

(e)

30 15 0 -15

δ / ppm

(i)

(h)

(g)

(f)

Figure 7.7: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined 

at 923 K, (b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 month in closed vial, (c)|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 

year in closed vial but not absolutely tight (d) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed in air overnight,                 

(e) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] further hydrated by soaking water; (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 

923 K, (g) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 month in closed vial, (h) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed 

in air overnight, (i) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] further hydrated by soaking in water. 
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All 11B NMR spectra show the resonance assigned to tetrahedral boron at around          

-3.2 ppm for the proton forms and around -4.6 ppm for the samples in presence of sodium. 

During the hydration process, this resonance obviously increases, when more water is 

adsorbed in the powder samples. On the other hand, the broad line which was clearly 

obtained after calcination of proton form is almost disappeared when the sample is further 

hydrated (Figure 7.7d). In particular, the new lines that resonance centered at 18 ppm and   

21 ppm are obviously observed (Figure 7.7d,e). These phenomena are also achieved with the 

sodium *BEA-borosilicates. The broad line almost disappears, and new line at 14 ppm is 

evidently observed (Figure 7.7h,i respectively). 

More details on the components simulated in 11B NMR spectra of the sodium and 

proton forms are illustrated in Figure 7.8 and 7.10, respectively. The assignments of these 

components are collected in Table 7.4 for samples in the presence of sodium and Table 7.5 

for the proton form.  

30 15 0 -15

δ / ppm

(f)

(d)

(e)

30 15 0 -15

(c)
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δ / ppm
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Figure 7.8: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] after 

calcination then (a)  stored in closed vial for 1 month, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) exposed in 

air overnight, (e) simulation, (f) components 

In Figure 7.8, the sharp line assigned to tetrahedral boron is always observed in all 11B 

NMR spectra of the hydration series. This line probably includes at least two components: 
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comp

 

sodium at various hydration levels. 

NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 

onent IV at about -3.4 ppm and component V at about -4.6 ppm. However, the relative 

areas of these components are not the same in all spectra. When the level of hydration 

increases, the relative area of components IV slightly grows. This value is 64 % for the 

freshly calcined sample, 66 % after 1 month in a closed vial and 72 % upon further hydration 

by exposing in air overnight (Table 7.4).  

Table 7.4: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicates in presence of

|Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 
Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

freshly calcined in air at 923 K      
δcs

2.5 
relati  / % 

calcined, then stored in closed vial 
for 1 m

 / ppm   10.1 -3.4 -4.6 
Cq / MHz   - - 
ve line area   5 64 31 

onth      

δ  / ppm   10.1 -3.1 -4.6 
q 2.5 

relati  / % 

exposed in air overnight 

cs

C  / MHz   - - 
ve line area   4 66 30 

     
δcs / ppm    -3.1 -4.7 

relative line area / % 72 28    

A in these s ctra is a disappearance of the broad line 

characterizing trigonal boron after hydration. The tiny resonances which are present in 

samp

tes the B 2D MQMAS spectrum of the sodium form after exposing 

in air overnight. Two separated B[4] components are clearly observed in this sample. 

nother phenomenon pe

les freshly calcined or stored 1 month in closed vial (Figure 7.2d-f and 7.8a-c) with the 

relative area of 5 % or 4 % respectively (Table 7.4) have completely disappeared at further 

hydration (Fig 7.8d-f). 

Figure 7.9 illustra 11
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component V 

component IV 

 

Figure 7.9: 11B 2D MQMAS spectrum at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed in air 

overnight 

In the proton form, the line assigned to tetrahedral boron also includes at least two 

components at around -2.4 (component IV) and -3.2 ppm (component V) (Figure 7.10c,f). 

The total line area of tetrahedral components considerably increases at longer hydration time. 

The freshly calcined sample shows only 3 %, but after storing in the closed vial at ambient 

environment, the total value of tetrahedral boron increases to 14 % after 1 month and 27 % 

after 1 year (Table 7.5).  

Besides the components assigned to tetrahedral boron as presented above, the broad 

line obtained in Figure 7.10a-c; 7.10d-f and 7.3d-f could be formed at least from 3 

components, which are affected by second-order quadrupole interaction. These components 

have similar interaction values (Cq in the range of 2.2-2.6 MHz and η = 0.1-0.15) but the 

chemical shifts are different. As shown in Section 7.1, the components II and III indicating 

trigonal boron in the framework have the chemical shifts at around 10.1 ppm and 14.8 ppm, 

respectively. Whereas, component I is refereed to trigonal non-framework boron.  
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Figure 7.10: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] after calcination 

then (a)  stored in closed vial for 1 moth spectrum, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) stored in 

closed vial for 1 year spectrum, (e) simulation, (f) components 

Table 7.5: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicate proton form at 

various hydration levels. 

NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 
|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

freshly calcined in air at 923 K      
δcs / ppm 18 14.8 10.1  -3.2 
Cq / MHz 2.2 2.4 2.6  - 

relative line area / % 5 11 81  3 

calcined, then stored in closed vial 
for 1 month      

δcs / ppm 18.6 14.7 10.0 -2.5 -3.3 
Cq / MHz 2.2 2.4 2.5 - - 

relative line area / % 10 4 72 5 9 

calcined, then stored in closed vial 
for 1 year      

δcs / ppm 19.2 14.9 10.0 -2.1 -3.2 
Cq / MHz 2.4 2.3 2.5 - - 

relative line area / % 20 4 49 8 19 
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Interestingly, the chemical shift of the non-framework component is shifted while 

borosilicates are further hydrated. This line appears at 18 ppm in the freshly calcined sample 

and increases to 18.6 ppm and 19.2 ppm when the samples are stored in closed vial for 1 

month or 1 year, respectively (Table 7.5). When the borosilicates are exposed in ambient air, 

a broad line at around 18 ppm can be clearly observed. In addition, after hydration by 

soaking in water, a significant sharp line at 21 ppm is clearly obtained. Hwang et al. claimed 

the lineshape presented at 18 ppm in the exposed sample could be characterized by Gaussian 

type lineshapes.172 The relative areas of quadrupolar resonances have changed as a function 

of water adsorbed in the samples with diferent trends. In fact, at further hydration, the total 

area of components assigned to trigonal boron in framework (components II and III) 

decreases, whereas the relative area of trigonal non-framework boron (component I) 

considerably increases. The total area of components II and III is 92 % in the freshly 

calcined sample, 76 % for 1 month storing in closed vial and obviously decreases to 53 % 

after 1 year storage. In contrast, the relative area of component I is 5 %, 10 % and 20 % in 

the samples freshly calcined, stored for 1 month and 1 year in closed vials, respectively 

(Table 7.5).  

Figure 7.11 illustrates the 11B 2D MQMAS spectra of the proton form after 1 year 

storage and exposing in air overnight.  

(b) (a) 

B[4] 

B[3]-III 
B[3]-II 

B[3]-I 

Figure 7.11: 11B 2D MQMAS spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of calcined |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] (a) stored in 

closed vial for 1 month, (b)  exposed in ambient air overnight 
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In spectrum of sample after 1 year storage, all trigonal components are clearly 

observed (Figure 7.11a). Components assigned to tetragonal and non-framework trigonal 

borons are observed in spectrum of sample after exposing in air overnight (Figure 7.11b). 

7.2.2  1H MAS NMR Spectroscopy  

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of *BEA borosilicates of the hydration series are 

summarized in Figure 7.12. As can be seen, the lineshape of 1H MAS NMR spectra is in the 

range of 1.6-6 ppm in both, proton and sodium forms. The lines at around 1.8 ppm, 2 ppm or 

2.3 ppm, which are assigned to silanol groups or hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups located 

around boron can be observed in borosilicates freshly calcined or stored for 1 month in 

closed vial (Figure 7.12a,b and 7.12e,f). In particular, these lines are apparently present in 

spectra of the proton forms. At further hydration by exposing in air or soaking in water, these 

lines have disappeared. On the other hand, when more water molecules are adsorbed in the 

samples, the line at around 5.5 ppm is obtained (Figure 7.12c,d and 7.12h). This line is 

attributed to the surface adsorbed water. 
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Figure 7.12: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, 

(b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 month in closed vial, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed in air overnight, 

(d): |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] further hydrated by soaking in water; (e) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined 

at 923 K, (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 month in closed vial, (g) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

exposed in air overnight, (h) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] further hydrated by soaking in water. 
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7.2.3  29Si MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The 29Si MAS NMR measurements of the hydrated borosilicates are shown in Figure 

7.13. The spectra of borosilicates in presence of sodium do not show any change of the 

lineshape (Figure 7.13e-g), whereas the proton forms displays a noticeable distortion of the 

lineshape (Figure 7.13a-d).  

The freshly calcined *BEA-borosilicate proton form shows the major silicon signal at 

around -111 ppm, with a minor line at -102 ppm (Figure 7.13a). These resonances are 

assigned to Si—(OSi)4 (Q4) and the silanol group HO—Si—(OSi)3 (Q3) associated with the 

trigonal boron units and/or isolated to silanol groups.10 The resonance at -102 ppm increases 

upon hydration.  

-80 -100 -120 -140

(d)

(c)

(b)

δ / ppm

(a)

-80 -100 -120 -140

(g)

(f)

δ / ppm

(e)

Figure 7.13: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.05 T of (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at     

923 K, (b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] stored for 1 month in closed vial, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed in air 

overnight, (d): |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] further hydrated by soaking in  water; (e) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

freshly calcined at 923 K, (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] exposed in air overnight, (g) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-

*BEA] further hydrated by soaking in water. 
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7.3  Dehydration of Borosilicate after Hydration 

7.3.1  11B NMR Spectroscopy 

With the aim for further investigate the structural changes of the boron sites after being 

subjected to such severe hydration, the hydrated *BEA-borosilicates were employed for the 

following dehydration. The beta borosilicates in the proton and sodium forms after hydration 

in Section 7.2 were calcined at 923 K and dehydrated in vacuum at 323 K. The 11B NMR 

spectra of these powder samples are revealed in Figure 7.14.  

After re-calcination, the sharp line at 21 ppm in the soaked proton form (Figure 7.14b) 

and 14 ppm in the soaked sodium form (Figure 7.14f) dissapear. On the other hand, the 

lineshapes of the re-calcinated (Figure 7.14c,g) and re-dehydrated sample (Figure 7.14d,h) 

are similar to the freshly calcined *BEA-borosilicates (Figure 7.14a,e) in the proton and the 

sodium forms.  
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Figure 7.14: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) sample A: |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

freshly calcined at 923 K, (b) sample B: |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] hydrated by soaking in water, (c) sample 

C: sample B calcined at 923 K, (d): sample D: sample B dehydrated in vacuum at 393 K; (e) sample 

E: |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, (f) sample F: |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] hydrated by 

soaking in water, (g) sample G: sample F calcined at 923 K, (h) sample H: sample F dehydrated in 

vacuum at 393 K. 
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Figure 7.15 shows the simulated spectra of re-calcined and re-dehydrated proton forms. 

The line assignment of these samples is collected in Table 7.6. The relative area of trigonal 

components is not much changing much in comparison with the freshly calcined sample. The 

relative area of component I at 18.3 ppm of trigonal non-framwork boron is 5 %, 6 % and 

1% for the freshly calcined, re-calcined and re-dehydrated samples, respectively. The total 

relative areas of the components II at about 14.8 ppm and III at 10.1 ppm, which are 

attributed to the trigonal boron in the framework, are 92 %, 90 % and 98 % in the samples 

after fresh calcinations, re-calcination and re-dehydration, respectively. The tetragonal boron 

is observed after re-dehydartion with the relative area not changing compared to the freshly 

calcined sample. 
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Figure 7.15: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] (a)  after re-

calcination at 923 K, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) after re-dehydration at 393 K, (e) simulation, 

(f) components 
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Table 7.6: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicate proton form 

dehydrated after hydration 

NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 
|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

freshly calcined in air at 923 K      
δcs / ppm 18.0 14.8 10.1  -3.2 
Cq / MHz 2.2 2.4 2.6  - 

relative line area / % 5 11 81  3 

soaked and then calcined at 923 K      
δcs / ppm 18.5 15.1 10.2  -3.6 
Cq / MHz 2.2 2.4 2.5  - 

relative line area / % 6 18 72  4 
soaked and then dehydrated in 
vacuum at 393 K      

δcs / ppm 18.0 14.4 9.9  -3.7 
Cq / MHz 2.3 2.4 2.6  - 

relative line area / % 1 23 75  1 

The simulated spectra of re-calcined and re-dehydrated sodium form are shown in 

Figure 7.16. The line assignment of these samples is summarized in Table 7.7. In Figure 7.16, 

the re-calcination and re-dehydration sodium borosilicates show the main components of 

tetrahedral boron with a slight change of these components. The relative areas of component 

IV at -3.2 ppm (about 65%) are the same for the freshly calcined and re-calcined beta 

borosilicates. But this value considerably decreases to 42 %, when the sample is re-

dehydrated in vaccum. Besides the tetragonal components, the quadrupolar resonance at  

10.1 ppm assigned to trigonal boron is always observed in both re-calcined and re-

dehydrated samples with small relative area about 5 %. 
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Figure 7.16: 11B MAS spin echo NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] (a)  after re-

calcination at 923 K, (b) simulation, (c) components (d) after re-dehydration at 393 K, (e) simulation, 

(f) components 

Table 7.7: 11B MAS spin echo NMR line assignment of *BEA-borosilicates in presence of 

sodium dehydrated after hydration 

NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 
|Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

freshly calcined in air at 923 K      
δcs / ppm   10.1 -3.4 -4.6 
Cq / MHz   2.5 - - 

relative line area / %   5 64 31 

soaked and then calcined at 923 K      
δcs / ppm   10.1 -3.1 -4.7 
Cq / MHz   2.5 - - 

relative line area / %   6 65 27 

soaked and then dehydrated in 
vacuum at 393 K      

δcs / ppm   10.1 -3.1 -4.7 
Cq / MHz   2.5 - - 

relative line area / %   5 42 53 
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7.3.2  1H MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of the proton form (left) and sodium form (right) after re-

calcination and re-dehydration are shown in Figure 7.17. The lineshape of re-calcined and 

re-dehydrated samples are similar to the freshly calcined samples in both the proton and 

sodium forms. However, in the sodium form, the lineshape of the re-dehydrated sample is 

narrower than the re-calcined sample. 
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Figure 7.17: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) sample A: |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly 

calcined at 923 K, (b) sample B: |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] hydrated by soaking in water, (c) sample C: 

sample B calcined at 923 K, (d): sample D: sample B dehydrated in vacuum at 393 K; (e) sample E: 

|Na,H|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, (f) sample F: |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] hydrated by 

soaking in water, (g) sample G: sample F calcined at 923 K, (h) sample H: sample F dehydrated in 

vacuum at 393 K. 

7.3.3  29Si MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

In agreement with the trend of 1H and 11B MAS NMR spectra, the 29Si MAS NMR of 

re-calcinated samples also shows the return of the lineshape to the freshly calcined samples 

(Figure 7.18). Apparently, the resonance appearing for the soaked proton form at about   
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-102 ppm (Figure 7.18b) almost disappears, and the majority of resonance at -111 ppm is 

clearly observed for the re-calcinated sample (Figure 7.18c). Unlike the change of the 

lineshape of the proton form, the sodium form does not show any alteration of the lineshape 

before and after re-calcination (Figure 7.18d-f). The main resonance ascribed to Q4 is always 

achieved in all 29 Si MAS NMR spectra. 
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δ / ppm

(f)
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Figure 7.18: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.05 T of (a) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at     

923 K, (b) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] hydrated by soaking in water, (c) |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] subsequently 

calcined at 923 K; (d) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] freshly calcined at 923 K, (e) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 

further hydrated by soaking in water, (f) |Na+,H+|[B,Si-*BEA] subsequently calcined at 923 K. 

7.4  Discussion 

The boron coordinations in beta borosilicates are very flexible. Unlike aluminosilicate 

zeolites, the boron coordinations in *BEA-borosilicates can be transformed from B[3] to B[4] 

or vice versa upon hydration/dehydration processes. The 11B NMR spectra of the as-

synthesized beta borosilicates always show only the tetrahedral boron. The negative charge 

of 4 2BO−  is compensated by TEA+. However, different lineshapes with broad line 

characterized by second-order quadrupole interactions under magic angle spinning 
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conditions, particularly in the proton form, are observed for the dehydrated and calcined 

samples. Partially hydrolysis of trigonal boron B(OSi)x(OH)3-x (x = 1, 2, 3) was suggested by 

Martens et al.173 The resonances shift to lower field while the number of  hydrolyzed bonds 

increase.164 These components have an isotropic chemical shift that varies depending on the 

environment. The components at 10.5 ± 0.7 ppm (component III) or 15.4 ± 0.5 ppm 

(component II) are referred to B[3]
 in framework B(OSi)3

 or B(OH)2(OSi), respectively. 

Another line at 18.5 ± 0.5 (component I) is assigned to non-framework B[3].1 71 Further 

information about these resonances can be obtained in 11B 2D MQMAS NMR spectra. In the 

resolution aspect, the 2D MQMAS spectrum (Figure 7.11a) shows all the components that 

were mentioned in 1D MAS NMR spectra. The trigonal boron components are broad along 

the anisotropic axis in agreement with the quadrupolar parameters reported above. In 

addition, the conversion of boron coordinations during dehydration is also verified in 2D 

MQMAS spectra. The non-framework site B[3] almost disappears in the 2D MQMAS 

spectrum of the proton form which was dehydrated in vacuum at 673 K (Figure 7.4). In 

addition, comparing the two 2D MQMAS spectra in Figure 7.4 and 7.11a, tetrahedral boron 

decreases under dehydration at high temperature.  

The scheme illustrating the conversion between trigonal and tetrahedral boron is 

presented in Figure 7.19. The number of B—O—Si bridge increases with more severe 

dehydration conditions, which is illustrated by the increase of the relative line area of 

trigonal boron in framework and the decrease of component non-framework in 11B NMR 

spectra.  
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Figure 7.19: Scheme illustrating the conversion between tetrahedral and trigonal boron upon 

dehydration/hydration processes 
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The trigonal boron sites that formed via dehydration can be tightly anchored with the 

framework through three B—O—Si bridges in dehydrated environment. However, the 

trigonal boron sites are very sensitive to nucleophilic attack by water molecules, when the 

beta borosilicates become hydrated. This attack creates B—O—H groups in a partially 

trigonal boron and tetrahedral boron, which is portrayed by an increase of both non-

framework trigonal boron and tetrahedral boron (components I and IV), when the beta-

borosilicates are hydrated. Acquisition of 2D MQMAS NMR spectrum (Figure 7.11b) 

allows us to unveil more clearly the spectroscopic lineshape of these resonances. Following 

this trend, when more water is adsorbed in B-*BEA by soaking in water, most of B—O—Si 

bridges are hydrolyzed and a sharp line at 21 ppm appears. A tentative interpretation is that 

the line broadening for trigonal boron is averaged out by mobile B(OH)3 within the zeolite 

channels. Low temperature experiments to verify this hypothesis have not been carried out. 

In agreement with the 11B NMR spectra, the 1H and 29Si MAS NMR spectra also show 

the same trend of lineshapes during dehydration/hydration processes. At high dehydration 

temperature, most of the mobile water molecules are readily removed; the 1H components at 

about 2.0 and 2.3 ppm corresponding to Si—OH···B[3] sites and weakly hydrogen bonded 

Si—OH and B—OH groups are clearly observed. In contrast to dehydration, adsorbed water 

leads to hydrolysis, and B—O—H groups were formed from B—O—Si bridges. Therefore, 

after hydration, the 1H MAS NMR spectra of hydrated beta borosilicates show the lineshape 

with major resonances at around 5.5 ± 0.5 ppm, which corresponds to hydrogen bonded 

BOH, SiOH and mobile water, particularly in soaked samples. 

The formation of SiOH groups due to the hydrolysis of B—O—Si groups during the 

hydration process makes the Q3 resonance increase in the 29Si MAS NMR spectra. Indeed, 

the Q4/Q3 ratio slightly decreases while the proton form was hydrated. 

Besides the changes of trigonal boron positions, the tetrahedral boron coordinations 

also show alteration in at least two main components. Especially in beta borosilicate with 

sodium, two resonances at about -3.2 ± 0.2 ppm (component IV) and -4.5 ± 0.1 ppm 

(component V) can be observed in all spectra, except for samples dehydrated at 673 K. 

Careful simulation of these spectra points out that the ratio between these components alters 

upon hydration/dehydration. The hydration leads to an increase of component IV. On the 

contrary, dehydration makes this component decrease. This trend is also obtained in the 
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proton form. Detailed information of these tetrahedral resonances can be obtained by the 11B 

2D MQMAS spectra (Figure 7.9). The tetrahedral sites show rather circular components with 

minor extension along the chemical shift axis because of weak quadrupole interactions. 

These resonances could be assigned to partially extra-framework and in tetrahedral 

framework boron. 

Under re-dehydration and re-calcination, the corresponding 1H MAS NMR as weel as 
11B NMR spectra have lineshapes similar to the freshly calcined samples. The 11B NMR 

spectra strongly suggest that boron atoms were partially incorporated back into the 

framework, which is illustrated by the reappearance of the broad line assigned to B[3] in the 

framework and extra-framework.  

In conclusion, the sensitiveity of boron coordination in beta borosilicates was 

investigated with NMR techniques. The conversion of boron coordinations not only appears 

from tetrahedral to trigonal boron under dehydration conditions, but also from trigonal to 

tetrahedral boron under hydration conditions. As presented in the works of Ruite et al.10 and 

Koller et al.1 64 the suggested scheme for these conversions is illustrated in Figure 7.20. With 

the highest degree of hydration, most of the trigonal boron in the framework can transform to 

tetrahedral boron and non-framework trigonal borons. Especially, the mobil B(OH)3 within 

the zeolite channels can be obtained at 21 ppm in 11B MAS NMR, when the borosilicate 

proton form was soaked in water. Thus, boron can be removed from the framework of the 

proton form via hydration. Interestingly, these boron sites can reoccupy the framework 

through re-dehydration treatment. Under re-dehydration conditions, the non-framework and 

tetrahedral borons can transform to trigonal boron in the framework.  

The MQMAS is an effective technique to study the boron positions in borosilicates. All 

the trigonal boron components were clearly observed in the 11B MQMAS spectra of proton 

form. Two tetrahedral boron components at -3.2 and -4.5 ppm were also observed, especially 

in the spectra of the sodium form. Component at -4.5 ppm is assigned to the tetrahedral 

boron in the framework, whereas the component at -3.2 ppm could be assigned to tetrahedral 

boron in which parts of B—O—Si bridges were replaced by B—O—H. 

In addition, as previously shown by the work of Fild et al. 1 68 the conversion between 

trigonal and tetrahedral boron is favourably obtained in the proton form. However, this 

phenomenon does not appear in the sodium form. The flexible characteristics of boron
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Figure 7.20: Suggested scheme illustrating the conversion between trigonal boron and tetrahedral boron coordinations 
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coordinations, which are associated with protons has been effectively utilized to extract the 

boron from the framework and applied to the post-synthetic modification from borosilicates. 

 



                                                                                                                                                          

Chapter 

88  
Post-Synthesis of *BEA-Borosilicate 

 

Under mild conditions, boron can be easily removed from the zeolite lattice. This 

special property of borosilicates is very useful for post-synthetic modification. 

In this chapter, the post-synthetic modification is composed of two steps. First, 

deboronation is carried out to create defect sites. The cations which balanced the charge can 

influence the deboronation procedure, therefore beta borosilicates with different Na+/H+ 

ratios can be applied for the initial step. In a second step, aluminum or gallium is introduced 

to the framework in water or ethanol mediums. 

Besides the post-synthetic studies on the beta borosilicates, the characteristics of boron 

sites in beta borosilicates are further clarified in this chapter. 
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8.1  Deboronation of *BEA-Borosilicate 

8.1.1  Ion Exchange 

As shown in Chapter 7, the cations balancing the charge of the boron zeolite 

framework influences the boron coordination. Therefore, to study the influence of these 

cations on deboronation, beta borosilicates with different Na+/NH4
+ ratios were prepared by 

ion exchange. Details on the preparation of the ion-exchanged B-*BEA were described in 

Chapter 5. Based on the Na+/(Na+ + NH4
+) ratios in the exchange solution, the ion-exchanged 

beta borosilicates are named as  |Na+
x,NH4

+
(1-x)|[B,Si-*BEA] with x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 

1.0.  As can be seen in Figure 8.1a, all 11B MAS NMR spectra show the sharp line at             

-3.7 ppm and the shoulder at -2 ppm that are assigned to tetrahedral boron. The boron 

content has been verified by quantitative line analyses and the results shown in Figure 8.1b. 

The figure implies that the boron content increases with increasing sodium content in the 

samples. This means that boron has been extracted in the solutions depending on the NH4
+ 

content. 
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Figure 8.1: (a) 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+

x NH4
+

(1-x)|[B,Si-*BEA] ion-exchanged 

with x = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; (b) relative areas 
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To obtain the Na+/H+ forms, the ion-exchanged *BEA borosilicates were calcined at    

723 K in vacuum. The boron coordination in these samples is studied by 11B MAS NMR in 

Figure 8.2. As expected, the sodium form (x = 1) shows only a sharp line with resonance at  

-3.9 ppm indicated to tetrahedral boron. On the contrary, in the proton form (x = 0), the 

sharp line almost disappears, whereas broad lines II and III (Cq = 2.4 ± 0.2 MHz,                  

η = 0.15-0.18, and δcs = 10.3 ± 0.3 or 12.4 ± 0.3 ppm) are observed. In addition, the broad 

lines are also obtained in the other spectra of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] with x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 

and even 0.8 but have less relative line areas than the fully protonated sample. 
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Figure 8.2: 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum 

at 723 K with x = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0 
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Careful simulation of these spectra indicates that the boron relative line area of trigonal 

boron decreases when the sodium content increases. Table 8.1 summarizes the 11B MAS 

NMR line simulations of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA]. 

Table 8.1: 11B MAS NMR line assignment of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum 

at 723 K 

NMR line for B[3] NMR line for B[4] 
|Na+

x,H+
1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] 

Line I Line II Line III Line IV LineV 

x = 0.0      
δcs / ppm  12.1 10.0  -4.1 
Cq / MHz  2.5 2.5  - 

relative line area / %  25 74  1 

x = 0.2      
δcs / ppm  12.3 9.8 -2.7 -3.9 
Cq / MHz  2.4 2.6 - - 

relative line area / %  12 40 4 44 

x = 0.4      
δcs / ppm  12.7 10.7 -1.9 -3.9 
Cq / MHz  2.5 2.6   

relative line area / %  10 16 6 68 

x = 0.6      
δcs / ppm  12.4 10.2 -2.6 -4.1 
Cq / MHz  2.5 2.6 - - 

relative line area / %  7 5 7 81 
x = 0.8      
δcs / ppm  12.3 10.3 -2.2 -4.0 
Cq / MHz  2.2 2.6 - - 

relative line area / %  1 3 4 92 
x = 1.0      
δcs / ppm    -2.4 -3.9 

relative line area / %    6 94 
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Figure 8.3 displays the 1H MAS NMR of beta borosilicates after ion-exchange in 

Na+/NH4
+ forms (left) and dehydrated Na+/H+ forms (right). All the spectra of the Na+/NH4

+ 

samples are characterized by an intense and sharp line at about 5.5 ppm (Figure 8.3a). These 

lines are overlap of several components, which are attributed to adsorbed water and NH4
+. In 

addition, the other line at about 2.7 ppm is always presented in all spectra with a less relative 

area. As discussed in the last chapter, this line is assigned to hydrogen bonds of hydroxyl 

groups located around boron. Another observation in these spectra is that the relative area of 

these signals changes at different Na+/NH4
+ ratios. Indeed, the line area of these resonances 

increases with increasing sodium content in the samples. 
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Figure 8.3: 1H MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of (a) |Na+
x,NH4

+
(1-x)|[B,Si-*BEA] ion-exchanged 

(b)  |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] dehydrated in vacuum at 673 K 

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of Na+/H+ dehydrated beta borosilicates show lines 

between 1.6 to 4.5 ppm (Figure 8.3b). This lineshape could be included several single 

components overlapping which characterize to the silanol groups or the hydrogen bonds of 

hydroxyl groups located around boron. Interestingly, throughout the spectra, the lineshape 

becomes narrower and shifts to 1.8 ppm while the sodium content increases.  
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8.1.2  Deboronation 

To prepare the samples for Al or Ga implanting, beta borosilicates were deboronated 

by deionized water at pH ~ 7. Deboronation procedures were already reported in Chapter 5.  

The quantitative 11B NMR analyses of deboronated beta borosilicates are shown in Figure 

8.4. Apparently, the boron content increases when the sodium content for charge balance 

increases, as expected. No boron signals are observed in the spectrum of the proton form 

after 48 hours of deboronation. However, a minor boron line still appears in proton form 

after 24 hours of deboronated treatment (the spectrum is not shown in this chapter). On the 

other hand, no change of the boron content is observed in the sodium form.  
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Figure 8.4: (a) 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] deboronated in 

water for 48 hours with x = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; (b) relative areas 

The presence of sodium in beta borosilicates after deboronation was confirmed by 23Na 

MAS NMR spectra (Figure 8.5a). All spectra have revealed the 23Na NMR broad resonance 

centered at around -7 ppm. Moreover, the relative intesities (Figure 8.5b) imply that the 

variation of the relative sodium content in the zeolites is in good agreement with initial 

preparation experiment. 
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Figure 8.5: (a): 23Na MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] deboronated in 

water for 48 hours with x = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; (b) relative areas 

Besides the characteristics of deboronated samples which are obtained by the 11B MAS 

NMR and the 1H MAS NMR spectra, 29Si MAS NMR spectra also present a different change 

in the lineshape of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] spectra during deboronation. Figure 8.6 

illustrates the alternation in the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] with       

x = 0, 0.5 and 1. In Figure 8.6a-c, the proton form (x = 0) shows an increase of the 

component at around -102 ppm at longer deboronation time. This trend is also observed for  

x = 0.5 but with less relative area changes (Figure 8.6d-f). On the contrary, the sodium form 

(x = 1) does not display any change during the deboronation process (Figure 8.6g-i). 
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Figure 8.6: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.05 T of : Left: |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] with (a) ion-exchange, 

(b) deboronated in water for 24 hours, (c) deboronated in water for 48 hours. Middle: 

|,Na+
0.5

,,H+
0.5|[B,Si-*BEA] with (d) ion- exchange, (e) deboronated in water for 24 hours,                 

(f) deboronated in water for 48 hours. Right: |Na+|[B,Si-*BEA] with (g) ion-exchange,                    

(h) deboronated in water for 24 hours, (i) deboronated in water for 48 hours 

8.1.3  Discussion 

Boron was found to be partially removed from the beta borosilicate framework by 

deboronation at mild conditions (washing in water). Deboronation depends on the counter 

ions compensating the change of the beta borosilicate framework. Tetrahedral boron which 

is balanced by a hydrated proton easily converts to trigonal boron through the dehydration 

process. By contrast, the tetrahedral boron which is compensated by a sodium cation is rather 

stable upon dehydration and even hydrolysis processes under mild conditions. Indeed, under 

severe dehydration conditions such as at 923 K in vacuum, most of tetrahedral boron sites in 

the proton form have transformed to trigonal boron components, whereas the relative line 

area of these sites does not change in the sodium from. Thus, the stability of tetrahedral 

boron depends on the cations balancing the charge of the framework. Tetrahedral boron is 

stable when Na+, Li+, NH4
+, H(H2O)+ are counterbalancing the framework charge, but it is 

unstable in the proton form.1 6 8 Pelmentchikov et al. claimed that the stability of tetrahedral 

boron mainly depends on the energy gain upon establishing the fourth boron-oxygen 

bond.174
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The trigonal boron sites in the proton form are easily hydrolyzed and finally extracted 

out of the framework. On the other hand, the tetrahedral boron sites in sodium form are 

rather stable and hardly removed out of the framework. In particularly, the boron 

components can be completely extracted at long hydrolysis periods of 48 hours by washing 

the proton form in water.  

The hydrolysis process during deboronation creates silanol defect sites as confirmed by 

the increasing number of Q3 sites in the 29Si MAS NMR spectra. These sites can participate 

in the post-synthetic incorporation of other elements as shown below in Sections 8.2.and 8.3. 

However, the formation of Q3 is not observed in the sodium form because of the stability of 

tetrahedral boron balanced by sodium cations. In good agreement with this observation, the 

Q3/Q4 ratio in |Na+
0.5,H+

0.5|[B,Si-*BEA] is lower than in |H+|[B,Si-*BEA] after deboronation.  

In conclusion, through the deboronation leaching, a considerable amount of framework 

and extra-framework trigonal boron sites are extracted in the proton form, as revealed by 11B 

MAS NMR spectra. The extraction of boron also depends on the deboronation time. Under 

the long period such as 48 hour, boron was completely extracted out of the framework. 

8.2  Post-Synthesis Exchange with Aluminum 

The beta borosilicates after deboronation in water were used as materials for aluminum 

incorporation. Due to the solubility of aluminum salts in different solvents, water and 

ethanol were used for these post-synthetic treatments.  

8.2.1  Post-Synthesis Exchange in Aqueous Media  

8.2.1.1  XRD Powder Patterns 

The stability of the *BEA structure has been evaluated by comparing XRD powder 

patterns of the treated materials with that of the parent *BEA borosilicate. Figure 8.7 

summarizes the XRD powder patterns of these materials. Similar XRD powder data have 

been obtained on the whole series of aluminum modified solids. This means that the *BEA 

structure is stable during the post-synthetic treatment by aluminum in water. 
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Figure 8.7: XRD powder patterns of |Na+

x,H+
1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with aluminum nitrate in 

water at pH ~ 10 

8.2.1.2  MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The local structure of beta zeolite after post-synthetic incorporation of aluminum is 

studied by MAS NMR spectroscopy. The 11B MAS NMR spectra merely show the sharp line 

at -3.5 ppm which is ascribed to tetrahedral boron (Figure 8.8). The relative area in the 

quantitative 11B NMR spectra increases when sample had been ion-exchanged with more 

sodium cations.  

Fig 8.9 shows the 23Na MAS NMR spectra and the relative area of samples after 

treatment in water. All spectra confirm an appearance of sodium components with broad 

signals at -7 ppm.  
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Figure 8.8: (a) 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in water at pH ~ 10, (b) relative areas 
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Figure 8.9: 23Na MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+

x,H+
1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in water at pH ~ 10, (b) relative areas 
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The 27Al MAS NMR spectra of these materials exhibit an asymmetric resonance at 

around 56 ppm (Figure 8.10). This indicates that all aluminum atoms in these samples are 

located in tetrahedral fram

broader signals at about 53 ppm

8.2.2.1  XRD Powder Patterns 

Figure 8.11 summarizes the XRD patterns of aluminum modified powders obtained 

 with aluminum nitrate in ethanol solvent. There are no 

reflections other than those corresponding to *BEA structure and the intensities of the main 

signals

80 60 40 20 0

ework sites. As previously suggested by Bokhoven et al.,17 7 slightly 

 are more observed, when samples are more ion-exchanged 

with sodium cations. The relative area of the 27Al signals decreases with increasing sodium 

content in the samples (Figure 8.10b). 
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Figure 8.10: (a) 27Al MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in water at pH ~ 10, (b) relative areas 

8.2.2  Post-Synthesis Exchange in Ethanol Solvent 

after the post-synthetic treatment

 are almost the same in comparison with the parent beta borosilicate. The structure of 

beta zeolite is stable throughout the aluminum post-synthetic treatments using ethanol as a 

solvent. 
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Figure 8.11: XRD powder patterns of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with aluminum nitrate 

in ethanol solvent 

8.2.2.2  MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The 11B MAS NMR spectra of the samples treated with aluminum nitrate in ethanol 

like the water series as presented in last section, these 

spectra show the narrow resonance at -3.5 ppm and the broad lines in the range between 0 

and 1 m

all change of the relative areas of sodium spectra in 

comparison with the samples after deboronation. 

solvent are shown in Figure 8.12. Un

9 pp . This indicates the presence of not only the tetrahedral boron but also of the 

trigonal boron. As spectrum simulation, the trigonal boron resonances have similar 

quadrupole coupling constants of 2.3 ± 0.1 MHz, and η = 1.5 but different chemical shifts at 

10.1 ± 0.2 ppm, 14.9 ± 0.1 ppm and at 18.9 ppm. As shown in Chapter 7, these resonances 

are assigned to trigonal boron coordinations in the framework (10.1 and 14.9 ppm) and 

extra-framework (18.9 ppm). The total boron relative area increases with increasing sodium 

content in the samples (Figure 8.12b).  

The 23Na MAS NMR spectra present the broad resonance centered at about -5 ppm 

(Figure 8.13). Figure 8.13b shows a sm
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(a)

Figure 8.12: (a) 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in ethanol, (b) relative areas 

Figure 8.13: 23Na MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in ethanol, (b) relative areas 
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The local structure of aluminum in these materials is investigated by 27Al MAS NMR 

spectra in Figure 8.14. The tetrahedral framework aluminum position yielding a resonance at 

56 ppm is clearly observed in these spectra. In addition, a small resonance at 0 ppm, which is 

assigned to octahedral extra-framework aluminum, appears in all spectra. The change of 

tetrahedral aluminum intensities in comparison with this component in the proton form 

displays a similar trend as observed in the water series. However, this range is much larger 

than the post-synthesis in water. This value varies in the range of 35-100 % and decreases 

when the samples are ion-exchanged with more sodium cations (Figure 8.14b).  

8.2.3  Discussion 

After aluminum post-synthetic treatment in water or ethanol solvents, the XRD powder 

patterns still show the reflections characterizing the beta structure. This indicates that the 

beta structure is maintained during the post-synthetic treatments.  

The local structure and framework modification of these materials is investigated by 

MAS NMR spectroscopy. The 11B MAS NMR spectra present differences between water 

Figure 8.14: (a) 27Al MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Al,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

aluminum nitrate in ethanol, (b) relative areas 
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and ethanol series. In the water series, the spectra reveal a symmetric signal due to 

tetrahedral boron coordinations. The relative line area of 11B in the sodium form after the 

post-synthetic treatment in water does not change in comparison with the sodium form after 

deboronation. That means the boron sites which are balanced by sodium cations are stable in 

water.  

On the contrary, the ethanol series exhibits a combination of trigonal and tetrahedral 

boron components in spectra. A speculation is a change of extra-framework borosilicates due 

to the replacement of Na+ by Al3+: 

3Na+ → Al3+ or 

 Zeolite · · · Na+ → Zeolite · · ·Al(OH)2
+ 

The aluminum coordinations in the modified beta zeolites were studied by 27Al MAS 

NMR spectroscopy. All 27Al MAS NMR spectra exhibit the aluminum species in tetrahedral 

coordination at 57 ppm. This implies that aluminum atoms can be inserted into the 

framework of beta zeolites through the interaction of Al3+ with defect silanol sites, which 

were created by deboronation. All 27Al MAS NMR spectra show the main asymmetric signal 

ulder at around 54 ppm. If the tetrahedral signal is asymmetric, it is 

because the tetrahedral region consists of at least two components. Bokhoven et al. 

confirm

const

ral aluminum site at lower chemical shift.  

inum species.  

at 57 ppm with a sho

ed an appearance of two components at 57-59 ppm and 53-55 ppm that are well 

resolved in the isotropic dimension through 27Al MQMAS NMR.175 Both resonances are due 

to tetrahedral aluminum incorporation into the framework with low quadrupole coupling 

ant. 176  These signals are distinguished by aluminum occupying different 

crystallographic positions in the beta framework, according to Bokhoven. Based on the 

isotropic chemical shifts, which are related to the Al—O—Si angles, the resonance at lower 

chemical shift has been assigned to aluminum site at higher average T—O—T angle, 

whereas the higher chemical shift has attributed to the site at lower T—O—T angles.177 The 

resonance at higher chemical shift at about 57 ppm is more populated than another 

tetrahed

Besides the tetrahedral aluminum sites displayed in all spectra, the ethanol series show 

a small resonance at 0 ppm corresponding to octahedral aluminum. This resonance is 

associated to extra-framework alum
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Interestingly, the framework aluminum content increases with decreasing sodium 

content in both exchange series in water and ethanol. In other words, the quantity of 

aluminum ple is more deboronated. 

As sh

lium based zeolites focuses on alkylation, 

isomeration and disproportionation of aromatics. 179 , 180  Recently, gallium zeolites have 

tially achieved by the direct-
183 On the other hand, the gallium zeolites 

can b

d in Section 5.3. The characteristics of 

gallium-boron materials are studied by X-Ray diffraction and MAS NMR spectroscopy. 

 incorporated in the framework increases, when the sam

own in the last section, the deboronation process produces silanol defect sites. During 

the post-synthetic treatment with Al3+, the hydroxyls in silanol groups easily react with 

aluminum precursor, creating Si—O—Al bridges: 

SiOH + Al3+ → Si—O—Al    + H+ 

In summary, aluminum beta zeolites can be prepared from beta borosilicates via the 

post-synthetic treatments with aluminum nitrate in water or ethanol solvents. As previously 

shown by Krijnen et al.178, by means of interaction between silanol defect sites and T 

precursors (T is element such as Ti, Al…), T can be incorporated into framework. In this 

work, the exchange of Al for B was carried out by varying the Na+/H+ counter ion ratio in 

beta borosilicates. In addition, the ethanolic solutions allow a higher amount of Al 

incorporation.  

8.3  Post-Synthesis Exchange with Gallium 

Gallium modified zeolites has received a great deal of attention due to their importance 

in catalysis in chemical industry. Catalysis over gal

known as a high activity catalytic in the reduction of NOx from engine exhaust gas streams in 

the presence of excess air.181  Gallium zeolites can be par

synthesis via hydrothermal 182 or dry-gel synthesis.

e obtained by post-synthetic treatment. Some post-synthetic methods were applied to 

prepare the gallium zeolites, such as the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) technique184, 185 

or impregnation of the aluminum zeolites in Ga(NO3)3 in aqueous solution at low  pH.186 In 

this section, the post-synthetic treatment in ethanol solvent under mild conditions was 

performed to obtain gallium beta zeolites from deboronated beta borosilicates debronated. 

Details of experimental procedures were presente
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8.3.1

       

f |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Ga,B,Si-*BEA] treated with gallium nitrate in 

ethanol 

h gallium nitrate in ethanol. The sharp line at -4.5 ppm indicates to tetrahedral 

framework boron in all spectra except for the pure proton sample (Figure 8.16a). Similar to 

the trend in the aluminum post-synthesis, the quantitative 11B NMR spectra show boron 

content is following the sodium content (Figure 8.16b). 

  XRD Powder Patterns 

The XRD powder patterns of the materials after gallium post-synthetic treatment in 

ethanol are given in Figure 8.15. All gallium materials present the main reflections at   

2θ = 7.5o and 22.4o as similar to the parent sample. In addition, the relative intensities of 

main reflections are similar in all gallium zeolite patterns and also with the parent beta 

borosilicate. 

2θ / degree
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

x = 1.0

x = 0.8
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x = 0.4

x = 0

x = 0.2

Figure 8.15: XRD powder patterns o

8.3.2  MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

Figure 8.16 shows the 11B MAS NMR spectra of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Ga,B,Si-*BEA] after 

treatment wit
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Figure 8.16: (a) 11B MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Ga,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

gallium nitrate in ethanol, (b) relative areas 

Figure 8.17: (a) 23Na MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Ga,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

gallium nitrate  in ethanol, (b) relative areas 
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Similar to the aluminum post-synthetic series, sodium components are still viable in 

gallium zeolites after the post-synthetic treatment. Figure 8.17 illustrates the 23Na MAS 

NMR spectra with the resonance centered at -5 ppm.  

The local environment of gallium species in the gallium zeolites is investigated by 71Ga 

MAS NMR spectroscopy. Figure 8.18 shows the 71Ga MAS NMR spectra of the gallium 

zeolites. The broad line in the range -50 ppm to 300 ppm is always observed in all spectra. 

With the large distribution in the range of chemical shift, this broad line could consist of 

several components referred to different coordinated gallium species, such as tetrahedral 

gallium in the framework or octahedral non-framework gallium.187, 188  

800 600 400 200 0 -200 -400 -600

δ / ppm
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x = 0.8

x = 0.4

x = 0.2

x = 0.0

 

Figure 8.18: 71Ga MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 11.7 T of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[Ga,B,Si-*BEA] treated with 

gallium nitrate in ethanol with x = 0.0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0 

8.3.3  Discussion 

The XRD powder pattern of gallium materials presents a pure beta zeolite structure 

without other phases. This confirms that the beta structure is essentially retained in 

comparison with the parent *BEA borosilicate. 

x = 0.6
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Unlike the aluminum post-synthesis in ethanol, the 11B MAS NMR spectra of gallium 

beta zeolites show the major resonance corresponding to tetrahedral boron only. In fact, a 

broad line corresponding to trigonal boron is only observed with very low intensity and can 

be ignored in these spectra. Similar to aluminum post-synthesis in ethanol, the speculation is 

the change of extra-fram

 overlap of several 

resonances due to the different gallium sites. These components have been characterized as 

tetrahedral and octahedral gallium species.189 Although the resonance at 160 ppm assigned to 

tetrahedral gallium coordination is not clearly separated in the spectra, its appearance shows 

that part of the gallium was incorporated into the framework. The other component at 0-15 

ppm is assigned to octahedral non-framework gallium species.190

In conclusion, beta zeolites with gallium in the framework can be prepared from 

deboronated borosilicates via the post-synthetic gallation under mild conditions with gallium 

nitrate in an ethanol exchange solution. Due to the reaction between hydroxyls of defect 

silanol groups with gallium ions, gallium can be incorporated into the borosilicate 

frameworks. Although gallium incorporation has been shown to be more difficult than 

aluminum,191 gallium was partially incorporated into the framework of beta borosilicates. 

 

ework due to the replacement Na+ by Ga3+: 3Na+ → Al3+ but with 

smaller amount in comparison with aluminum exchange. The 23Na NMR relative areas also 

show less change in comparison with with the deboronated samples. 

71Ga MAS NMR spectra imply the appearance of gallium species in the framework and 

in extra-framework positions. The broad lines could indicate an

 



                                                                                                                                                          

 



                                                                                                                                                          

Chapter 

99  
Dissolution of Zeolite Nanoparticles in 

Organic Solvents 

 

 

Zeolite nanoparticles have received a great deal of attention due to their special 

applications in industry. Most zeolite nanocrystal structures can be formed by direct 

synthesis such as from clear solution and gel or confined space methods. 

This chapter presents a novel method for the forming of the zeolite nanoparticles from 

microscale zeolite particles by using organic solvents.  

9.1  Zeolite Nanoparticles in Organic Solvents 

The colloidal zeolite nanoparticles were prepared from larger zeolite particles through 

the treatment in dimethylformamide (DMF) or dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The particle 

sizes and the shapes of the colloidal suspensions were investigated by DLS, SEM and AFM. 
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For clarity, the su

separations are abbr

bsequent colloidal batches after the first, second, third and fourth 

eviated as solution 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 

roscale Zeolites 

scale zeolites were used as parent zeolites for the preparation of zeolite 

s. These microscale zeolites were either commercial samples such as 

MFI], NaY or they were hydrothermally synthesized using standard procedures, 

for instance MFI-borosilicates, MFI-silicates, *BEA-borosilicates, and Beta zeolites. Figure 

9.1 illustrates the SEM micrographs of several parent MFI zeolites. In this figure, the 

the 

nd 

ticles around 20 µm. 

Figu

9.1.1  Mic

Micro

nanoparticle

|Na+|[Al,Si-

particles have uniform distributions of microscale crystal sizes. |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] shows 

particles about 5 µm, [Si-MFI] presents the uniform particles ranging from 60-70 µm, a

|H+|[B,Si-MFI] exhibits homogeneous par

re 9.1: SEM micrographs of parent zeolites (a) |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI], (b) [Si-MFI], (c) |H+|[B,Si-

MFI] 
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9.1.2  Zeolite Nanoparticles in Dimethylformamide (DMF) 

The clear zeolite solutions received by centrifugation contain small particles, which do 

. However, the presence of these particles is easily detected 

with dynamic light scattering techniques. Figure 9.2 demonstrates the particle size 

distri

            

Table 9.1, respectively. 

not scatter light to the naked eye

bution curves for the four subsequent solutions of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] in DMF. The mean 

particle diameters are rather stable throughout the solutions 1 to 4, and they are centered in 

the range 190-210 nm. On the other hand, these curves show narrow picks of particle size 

distributions, which is typical for stable colloidal suspensions.  

 
Figure 9.2: DLS data of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solutions in DMF (a) solution 1, (b) solution 2,    

(c) solution 3, (d) solution 4 

Similar results are observed for the other MFI zeolite suspensions. The collections of 
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 Figure 9.3: DLS data of the first ZSM-5 solutions in DMF (a) |H+|[B,Si-MFI], (b) |TPA|[Si-MFI],      

(c) [Si-MFI] 

Table 9.1: Mean particle sizes, line widths and Poly indexes* of MFI solutions in DMF  

 |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] |H+|[B,Si-MFI] |TPA|[Si-MFI] [Si-MFI] 

solution 1     

diameter / nm 180 204 201 194 

width / nm 75 91 72 100 

Poly index 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.09 

solution 2     

diameter / nm 208 221 200 217 

width / nm 65 48 43 98 

Poly index 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 

solution 3     

diameter / nm 210 175 176 179 

width / nm 98 53 53 60 

Poly index 0.24 0.12 0.09 0.19 

solution 4     

diameter / nm 187 177 178 178 

width / nm 53 50 50 65 

Poly index 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.07 

* Poly index: polydispersity index 
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Mean particle sizes of four subsequent solutions of MFI-borosilicates, pure silica as-

synthesized MFI and also pure silica MFI after calcination are obtained at around 200 nm. 

Similar to |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solutions, all the particle size distribution curves show narrow 

lines implying that stable colloidal suspensions exits. Interestingly, the widths of the size 

distribution of solution 1 for all MFI samples are slightly larger than the other solutions. 

These values are observed in the range 75-100 nm. Whereas, the solutions 3 and 4 often 

show widths of about 50 nm for all MFI solutions except the |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] sample. In 

agreement with the trend observed for the width of particle size distribution curves, the 

polydispersity index values, which are dependent on the stability of the colloidal particles 8 5 

are lower than 0.2 in all DLS measurements except for solution 3 of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI]. The 

low values point out that the colloidal solutions have a mono-modal particle size 

 of 

nanoparticles in the subsequent solutions indicates that they are formed from the microsized 

crystals and not a resul th

ther zeolites are also treated in DM . Table 9.2 sum arizes the mean particle 

sizes a ths of th t zeolite solutions. These solut how the m particle 

sizes centered at about 200 nm with narrow tributions. T means these colloidal 

suspensions are also stable i F. On the o and, the mean particle siz  zeolite 

pro re slightly lower omparison with correspoding sodium forms. Namely, the 

mean particle sizes of *BEA-borosilicate and *BEA aluminosilicate proto ms are        

174 nm m respectively; whereas these values are 205 nm and 218 nm in the 

sodium  differenc the mean pa sizes in the n and s  forms 

cou ined by the agglomeration of the pa icles and will be discussed below. 

Table rticle sizes  line widths o  first zeolite s ons in DM

zeolit diam nm width / nm 

distribution192  and stable colloidal suspensions are formed in DMF. The generation

t of impurities on e surface. 

Several o F m

nd the line wid e firs ions s ean 

 dis hat 

n DM ther h es of

ton forms a  in c

n for

 and 201 n

 forms. The e of rticle  proto odium

ld be expla rt

9.2: Mean pa  and f the oluti F  

es eter / 

NaY 189 0 2

|H+|[B,Si-MFI] 185 50 

|H+|[B,Si-*BEA] 174 55 

|Na+|[B,Si-*BEA] 205 65 

|H+|[Al,Si-*BEA] 201 72 

|Na+|[Al,Si-*BEA] 218 77 
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Besides the DLS measurements, the SEM technique can assist to study the size and the 

shape of the particles. Figure 9.4 shows the SEM micrographs of the residue after DMF 

treatment and the dried clear solution of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI]. No change of the size and the 

shape can be observed in the residue powder. The individual particles with the size of about 

5 µm are still viable in the dried residue. However, the dried solution shows a different 

image. The uniform particles with a size of about 1µm, which is considerable lower than 

those in the parent sample, can be seen in the SEM image of the dried solution. However, the 

obtained SEM image still does not correspond to the DLS observations where the main 

population of crystals is about 200 nm. Clearly, drying of colloidal suspension by 

evaporation leads to denser packing. In addition, the shapes of these particles are also altered 

in comparison with the parent sample. In Figure 9.4b, the particles show a more spherical 

shape, which are really different from the lengthly crystals in the parent sample.  

 
Figure 9.4: SEM micrographs of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] after DMF treatments (a) dried residue (b) dried 

solution 

Figure 9.5 illustrates the SEM micrographs of the residue and the dried clear solution 

izes of       

60-70 µm. In addition, ticles with ler th he parent sample 

are observed. The unifo ticles with a size of about 100 nm are obtained in the dried 

solution.  

For further study, the AFM technique was used to characterize the particle shape and 

size of the colloid  

the [Si-MFI] solut with DLS  the mean size of the nanopaticles is in 

the range of 200– e height o se particles is t 45 nm. In addition, 

of [Si-MFI] after DMF treatment. The residue shows the crystals with particle s

 some par  sizes are smal an those in t

rm par

al suspensions. The nanoparticles are evident, as shown in Figure 9.6 for

ion. In agreement  data,
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the A

 

Figu

FM image shows a blurred border of the particle that could be a result of aggregation of 

individual particles forming the larger particles. 

Figure 9.5: SEM micrographs of [Si-MFI] after DMF treatments (a) dried residue (b) dried 

solution 

 
re 9.6: AFM micrographs of [Si-MFI] solution in DMF 

(a) (b) 
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 9.1.3  Nanoparticles in Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 

The particle size distribution curves for several MFI zeolites extracted from the first 

solutions in DMSO solvent are shown in Figure 9.7. The mean particle sizes, the widths and 

polydispersity indexes of the first and second MFI subsequent solutions in DMSO are 

collected in Table 9.3. Similar to the zeolite solutions in DMF, nanoparticles can be 

observed in the colloidal suspensions of DMSO. However, these DLS data show larger mean 

particle sizes, which are about 400-500 nm. Although the particle size distribution curves 

present the broader line than those in DMF, the polydispersity index values are still lower 

than 0.2 except the |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] suspensions. That means most of the zeolite solutions 

have a mono-modal size distribution in DMSO.  

 |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI], (b) |H+|[B,Si-MFI],   

(c) |TPA|[Si-MFI], (d) [Si-MFI] 
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Figure 9.7: DLS data of first ZSM-5 solutions in DMSO (a)
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Table 9.3: Mean particle sizes, line widths and Poly indexes* of MFI solutions in DMSO 

solution 1 solution 2 
     samples diameter 

nm 
width 
nm 

Poly 
index 

diameter 
nm 

width 
nm 

Poly 
index 

|Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] 362 131 0.38 472 139 0.22 

|H+|[B,Si-MFI] 463 155 0.11 580 93 0.15 

|TPA|[Si-MFI] 432 177 0.11 586 313 0.15 

[Si-MFI] 590 192 0.02 660 104 0.08 

 * Poly index: polydispersity index 

9.2  Zeolite Nanoparticle Structure 

9.2.1  X-Ray Diffraction 

The XRD patterns of solids obtained from the dried solutions of MFI samples treated 

in DMF are collected in Figure 9.8. The reflections are typical for ZSM-5 crystals, indicating 

that the ZSM-5 structures are retained in these solutions. In addition, no impurity phases are 

detected in the solutions dried at room temperature. Thus, the solid structures of 

nanoparticles obtained after treatment in DMF are maintained in similarity as the parent 

zeolites. 
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2θ / degree

 
Figure 9.8: XRD powder patterns of dried zeolite solutions after DMF treatments (a) |Na

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

)

(d)

(c)

)

bic MFI structure. However, the orthorhombic phase can transform to the 

monoclinic phase at high temperatures due to the flexibility of zeolite framework structures 

upon removal of the pore filling (DMF).193 The transitions of these structures are clearly 

illustrated in Figure 9.9 with the residues of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI]. The parent |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] 

shows the monoclinic structure, whereas the dried residue has orthorhombic structure. 

During the DMF treatment, the organic molecules can be adsorbed into the MFI pores. At 

high temperatures of 673 K, the pores which are occupied by the organic molecules become 

free. Therefore, the calcined residue has monoclinic structure. This behavior is typical for the 

MFI structure.194

(a

(b

+|[Al,Si-

MFI], (b) |H+|[B,Si-MFI], (c) |TPA|[Si-MFI], (d) [Si-MFI] 

Careful analysis of these patterns indicates that the MFI dried solutions show the 

orthorhom
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orthorhombic 

Figure 9.9: XRD powder patterns of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] (a) parent sample; (b) dried residue at room 

temperature, (c) calcined residue at 673 K

is similar with the parent sample.  

 

9.2.2  MAS NMR Spectroscopy 

The 29Si MAS NMR spectra of parent |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI], dried and calcined residues are 

shown in Figure 9.10. The parent ZSM-5 sample shows a component at -106 ppm assigned 

to Si(1Al) (line I) and the main line at about -112 ppm assigned to Si(0Al). This main line 

(line II) overlaps with a component at -116 ppm (line III) with is also due to Si(OAl). After 

treatment in DMF, the shoulder at -116 ppm becomes clearer. The spectra simulations 

indicate that the relative area of line III in dried residue spectrum slightly increases in 

comparison with the parent sample. Interestingly, when the dried residue is calcined at 673 K, 

the shoulder disappears and the lineshape 
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Figure 9.10: 29Si MAS NMR spectra at B0 = 7.0 T of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] (a) parent sample, (b) dried 

residue at 673 K, (d) simulation of  parent sample, (e)  

simulation of 

re the lineshape 

returns to the parent ZSM-5. 

50

residue at room temperature, (c) calcined 

dried residue at room temperature, (e) simulation of calcined residue at 673 K 

The change in resolution is explained by a different distribution of chemical shifts 

owing to small differences in the geometry around the distinct Si sites of the framework 

induced by the guest molecule.195 As mentioned above in the X-Ray diffraction, the DMF 

adsorbed into zeolite pores can affect the local framework geometry, i.e. the bond angles and 

bond lengths of the Si—O—T structural groups. This leads to the change of the 29Si MAS 

NMR spectra. At high temperature, the DMF molecules are removed out of the framework, 

leaving the free pores and the Si environment like the parent sample. Therefo
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9.2.3  Raman Spectroscopy 

The local structure of the zeolite nanoparticles obtained after treatment in DMF is also 

studied by Raman spectroscopy. Figure 9.11 shows the Raman spectrum of the dried ZSM-5 

solution. For convenient comparison, the Raman spectra of parent ZSM-5 and pure DMF 

solvent are also presented in this figure. 

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

1303

raman shift / cm-1

(c)
660 866

(a)

(b)

1663

1392
734

in comparison with the DMF solvent. Moreover, the line at 

1663 cm-1 corresponding to the (C=O) double bond which is clearly observed in DMF, 

almost disappears in the dried solution, whereas the other lines that are characteristic for 

Figure 9.11: Raman spectra of (a) DMF solvent, (b) parent |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI], (c) dried solution 

|Na+|[Al,Si-MFI]  

The dried solution shows the features that are characteristic of the MFI structures. In 

addition, several vibrations of DMF occluded in the zeolite are also observed in this 

spectrum. Interestingly, the lines at 660 cm-1 assigned to the vibration of (O=C—N) and the 

line at 866 cm-1 due to the vibration of (N-CH3) 
196 are visible in the dried solution but 

significantly lower intensity 
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DMF are still visible. In addition, new lines at 1392, 1303 and 734 cm-1 appear in this 

spectrum. The change in the spectrum indicates that an interaction between zeolite surface 

and D

ntration Effects 

The sizes of nanoparticles forming in DMF can be influenced by environment 

parameters. In this section, the influences of water and cation concentrations to the particle 

sizes are studied for ZSM-5, pure silica ZSM-5 and beta borosilicates. 

9.3.1  Water Effect 

To study the effects of water, the experiments were carried out in normal DMF and 

dried DMF solvents. The dependence of the mean particle sizes on |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] contents 

is illustrated in Figure 9.12. 

 
Figu

zeolite can affect to the nanoparticle sizes. To clarify the influence of water content to the 

MF molecules occur. This lead the reduction of intensities of vibrations concerning to 

the (C=O) groups; and the new lines concurrently appear. 

9.3  Water and Cation Conce

re 9.12: Dependence of the mean particle sizes on |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] contents in (a) normal 

DMF, (b) dried DMF 

The diagrams demonstrate that the mean particle sizes in both, normal DMF and dried 

DMF series increase when the |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] contents in DMF increase. However, these 

values are limited at about 325 nm in normal DMF, and lower at 245 nm in dried DMF. 

These results indicate that the water contents in the DMF solvent as well as in the pores of 
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particle sizes, a series of experiments was carried out by adding water into the mixture of 

|Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] and DMF solvent. The diagram illustrating the dependence of the mean 

particle sizes on the supplement water contents is shown in Figure 9.13. With a small 

amount of water added into the solutions, the mean particle sizes increases. However, these 

values are also limited at about 320 nm. This could be results by a saturation of water 

ize. 

 water contents have a certain influence to the nanoparticle sizes in 

colloidal suspensions. The increase of water contents leads the growth of nanoparticles in the 

zeoli

molecules around the nanoparticles, leading the limited particle s

 

Figure 9.13: Dependence of mean particle sizes on supplement water contents of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] 

solutions in DMF 

Similar results are also observed in the experiments using [Si-MFI] as parent sample. 

The dependence of the mean particle sizes on zeolite concentration and the supplementary 

water content are illustrated in Figure 9.14. The mean particle sizes increase when the      

[Si-MFI] contents in DMF increase and these values are limited at about 215 nm. In addition, 

the mean particle sizes also shift to the larger radius when the water contents in the           

[Si-MFI]/DMF mixtures increase. 

Apparently, the

te colloidal suspensions. 
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borosilicates with different Na+/H+ ratios and ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 14) solutions to which NaCl 

The mean particle sizes of ZSM-5 modules in DMF are collected in Table 9.4. As 

show

Table 9.4: Mean particle sizes of ZSM-5 module solutions in DMF 

Figure 9.14: Dependence of the mean particle sizes on (a) [Si-MFI] concentrations in normal DMF,

(b) supplement water contents of [Si-MFI] solutions in DMF 

9.3.2  Sodium Effect 

Besides water, sodium concentrations can influence to the zeolite particle sizes in DMF 

solvent. Experiments were carried out with different commercial ZSM-5 modules, beta 

aqueous solution was added. 

n in Chapter 1, the aluminum charge in the zeolite sodium forms is balanced by sodium 

cations. Therefore, the increase of aluminum content is synonymous with larger sodium 

content in zeolites. The results summarized in Table 9.4 indicate that the mean particle sizes 

of zeolite solutions increases when the Si/Al ratios decrease; that means the particle sizes 

increase with increasing sodium contents. 

ZSM-5 solutions diameter / nm 
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That trend is also observed in beta borosilicates with different Na+/H+ ratios. Table 9.5 

summarizes the mean particle sizes of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] suspensions in DMF. As can 

be seen, with an increase of the sodium content, the mean particle sizes of beta borosilicate 

colloidal suspensions also increases. 

Table 9.5: Mean particle sizes of |Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] solutions in DMF 

|Na+
x,H+

1-x|[B,Si-*BEA] diameter / nm 

x = 0.0 177 

x = 0.2 182 

x = 0.4 210 

x = 0.6 235 

x = 0.8 245 

x = 1.0 260 

Sodium effects are also observed with sodium cations added into the |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] 

solutions as NaCl aqueous salt solution. Figure 9.15 shows the particle size distributions and 

the mean particle sizes of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solutions with added NaCl salt. The distribution 

peaks are shifted to the larger radius when more sodium cations are added into the 

suspensions. In addition, the lines become broader when the sodium contents increase. In 

fact, if the sodium

bility of zeolite nanoparticles in the presence of 

sodium cations was also studied by measuring zeta potentials (ξ) of zeolite solutions as 

ons increase, the 

particles tends to agglomerate and the negative ξ value , i.e. the isoelectric 

point, where the  stable. Hence, the zeolite colloidal 

suspensions with s ; they show ggregation tendency.  

 concentrations are large enough, the zeolite particles become visible by 

the naked eye. 

Thus, in the colloidal suspensions, zeolite nanoparticles which have a negative surface 

charge tend to adhere to neighbouring particles under the influence of sodium cations and 

form larger aggregates. The aggregation a

shown in Figure 9.16. Once the sodium contents in the zeolite suspensi

 approach zero

 colloidal suspensions are less

odium cations added are unstable  an a
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Figure 9.15: DLS data of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solutions in DMF of (a) in dried DMF solution,    

(b) added 5 µl NaCl 0.5M, (c) added 10 µl NaCl 0.5M, (d) added 15 µl NaCl 0.5M 
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Figure 9.16: Zeta potential of |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solutions in DMF added Na+ 
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9.4  Concluding Remarks 

It is clear that the nanoparticles are formed in several organic solvents such as DMF 

and DMSO. The zeolite colloidal suspensions are rather stable in these solvents with the 

mean particle sizes at about 200 nm in DMF and about 500 nm in DMSO. 

The new coordinations between carbonyl group of DMF and zeolite surface are created 

due to the high polar of DMF molecules. During the DMF treatment, DMF molecules can 

occupy the pores of zeolite frameworks and lead a slight change of Si environments. 

However, the zeolite structures are retained throughout the DMF treatment as verified by the 

XRD patterns of dried solution. 

The presence of water molecules and sodium cations has an influence on the particle 

sizes of the zeolite suspensions. Agglomerations occur in the presence sodium cations. 

Therefore, higher electrolyte concentrations lead the larger zeolite particles. A proposed 

model illustrating the formation of zeolite nanoparticles from the zeolite microscale crystals 

by organic solvents is shown in Figure 9.17. The small primary nanoparticles are formed 

from the larger zeolite particles; however, they can aggregate to form larger particles. The 

sizes and shapes of these particles can be observed by several techniques, for instance DLS, 

 
Figure 9.17: Proposed model illustrating the zeolite nanoparticles forming from the larger zeolite 

AFM and SEM. Up to now, the primary particles have not been observed directly.  
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Chapter 

1100  
Summary and Outlook 

This thesis is compound of investigations about the boron coordinations in beta zeolite 

structure as well as the application of beta borosilicate for post-synthetic modification, and 

the formation of zeolite nanoparticles from the larger zeolite particles in organic solvents. 

According to the aim of this thesis, the work encompassed: 

• The preparation of beta borosilicates via hydrothermal and dry-gel methods. 

• Studies of the transformation of boron coordinations in beta borosilicates 

depending on the environments, for instance humidity, temperature. 

• Application of the flexibility of boron coordinations to the post-synthetic exchange 

with aluminum and gallium. 

• Investigations of the formation zeolite nanoparticles from microscale zeolites by 

using organic solvents such as DMF and DMSO. 

*BEA borosilicates and Boron coordinations in beta borosilicates 

Beta borosilicates with sodium or without sodium were synthesized via hydrothermal 

and dry-gel methods. Unlike aluminosilicates, the hydrothermal process applied for beta 
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borosilicates required beta zeolite as a seeds or small amount of aluminum. Beta 

lso successfully received from the dry-gel synthesis; however the seed 

were not necessary for this process. Some parameters have affected to the synthesis 

 crystallization time, sodium content, etc. Initial X-Ray reflections 

eta structure were observed after 18 hours of crystallization time.  

 and the evolution of trigonal and tetrahedral boron coordinations during 

dehydration processes were investigated in this work by employing the 

MAS and MQMAS solid state NMR techniques. Upon dehydration, tetrahedral boron 

coordinations have been transformed to trigonal boron sites in the proton form. Trigonal 

boron in the framework, B(OSi)3, and B(OSi)2(OH) partially hydrolyzed species, have been 

rdination conversion from trigonal to 

gree of hydration, the mobil 

B(OH)3
 within the zeolite channels can be obtained in the proton form. In addition, boron 

can be easily removed from the framework of the proton form even at mild hydration 

treatment. The flexibility of boron coordinations is also observed upon re-dehydration of 

samples. The reoccupation of boron into th

ion depends on the cations that 

balance the negative framework charge of the tetrahedral boron site in the zeolite. 

Tetrahedral boron has b 4 2 s, 

but u a

easily co  contrary, the 

tetrahedral boron which was compensated by sodium cations has been rather stable at 

dehy t

Post-synthesis modification to form aluminum and gallium beta zeolites from beta 

boro c

Due to the ability of deboronation at the mild conditions, beta zeolites with aluminum 

tes. The exchange of 

aluminum + + 

borosilicates were a

procedure such as

characterizing the b

The formation

the hydration and 

observed. Boron also shows a great flexibility in coo

tetrahedral boron depending on the hydration level. At high de

e framework can be achieved by re-dehydration 

of hydrated samples.  

On the other hand, the flexibility of boron coordinat

een stable when Na+, NH +, H(H O)+ were counterbalancing cation

nst ble in the proton form. In fact, tetrahedral boron which was balanced by proton has 

nverted to trigonal boron through the dehydration process. On the

dra ion and even hydrolysis processes at mild conditions. 

sili ates 

and gallium in the framework were prepared from beta borosilica

 or gallium for boron was carried out by varying the Na /H counter ion ratio in 

beta borosilicates. By using of aluminum nitrate or gallium nitrate as an aluminum/gallium 
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precursor, water and ethanol were used for the mild exchange in the post-synthetic treatment. 

However, the method with ethanol has achieved the higher yield.  

Zeolite nanoparticles forming in organic solvents 

Using the polar solvents, such as DMF and DMSO, zeolite nanoparticles were formed 

from the zeolite m

s were synthesized via hydrothermal synthesis with high crystallinity 

after 

exible. Further investigations 

nique, the existence of trigonal extraframework boron should be investigated 

in view of dynamic properties. 

molecular sieves, which are sometime difficult to synthesize directly.  

icroparticles. Under ambient conditions, the zeolite colloidal suspensions 

have been stable in these solvents. Zeolite nanoparticles have been shown to retain the 

structure. 

A change of the mean particle sizes of zeolite colloidal suspensions was observed, 

when the water and sodium concentrations in the sample were altered. The mean particle 

sizes have increased with increasing water and/or sodium concentrations. An appearance of 

electrolyte cations in the zeolite suspensions favors aggregation. Under agglomeration, larger 

particles have been formed in the colloidal suspensions, leading the increase of the mean 

particle sizes in the zeolite solutions. 

Outlook 

Beta borosilicate

72 hours or 96 hours of crystallization time. However, small reflections which were not 

characteristic for the beta structure were observed after 18 hours crystallization time without 

sodium. These reflections were not observed any longer of after 52 hours. Therefore, more 

investigations with a shorter variation of crystallization time should be performed to study 

the growth or disappearance of these reflections during crystallization process. Also further 

characterization of a possible intermediate phase should be carried out, e.g. with TEM. 

The boron coordinations in beta borosilicates are very fl

on the boron coordinations should be carried out with solid state NMR at low temperature. 

Using this tech

The flexibility of boron coordination has an important application on the post-synthesis 

modification at mild environment. Using deboronated borosilicates for the post-synthesis 

exchange with the other ion such as titanium, zirconium, etc. can be a useful tool to form the 
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The formation of zeolite nanoparticles in DMF and DMSO is an initial start for further 

investigations to form the nanoparticles in polar organic solvents. The zeolites and molecular 

sieves as well as the different polar solvents can be applied for the investigations. The other 

e size distributions such as the amount 

of so

ould be further studied by the other techniques, for instance TEM.    

parameters that affect the mean particles sizes and th

lvents, the mixture procedures, stirring time, the time to stabilize the suspensions etc. 

should be performed to understand the formation process of zeolite nanoparticles. So far, 

only aggregate particles can be observed by the DLS, SEM techniques. Moreover, primary 

particles sh
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Figure A1: DLS data of |H+|[B,Si-MFI] solutions in DMF (a) solution 2, (b) solution 3,                

(c) solution 4 
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Figure A2: DLS data of |TPA|[Si-MFI] solutions in DMF (a) solution 2, (b) solution 3,      

(c) solution 4 
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Figure A3: D  LS data of [Si-MFI] solutions in DMF (a) solution 2, (b) solution 3, (c) solution 4
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Figure A4: DLS data of first zeolite solutions in DMF (a) NaY, (b) |H+|[B,Si-MFI], (c) |H+|[B,Si-

*BEA], (d) |Na+|[B,Si-*BEA], (e) |H+|[Al,Si-*BEA], and  (f) |Na+|[Al,Si-*BEA] 
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Figure A5: DLS data of second ZSM-5 solutions in DMSO (a) |Na+|[Al,Si-MFI], (b) |H+|[B,Si-

MFI], (c) |TPA|[Si-MFI], (d) [Si-MFI] 
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Figure A6: DLS data of different ZSM-5 module solutions in DMF (a) module 120 (Si/Al = 60)      

(b) module 40 (Si/Al = 20), (c) module 28 (Si/Al = 14)   
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Figure A7: DLS data of first |Na+

x,H+
(1-x)|[B,Si-*BEA] solutions in DMF (a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.2, (c) x 

= 0.4, (d) x = 0.6, (e) x = 0.8, (f) x = 1.0 
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Appendix B 

The AFM Micrographs 

 

 

 
Figure B1: AFM micrographs of|H+|[B,Si-MFI] solution in DMF 
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Figure B2: AFM micrographs of|Na+|[Al,Si-MFI] solution in DMF  

 

 
Figure B3: AFM micrographs of|TPA|[Si-MFI] solution in DMF 
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